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ABSTRACT

Psychological distress among mothers of young children in rural Ghana and Uganda and its
association with child health and nutritional status
Eleni Vousoura

Depression and anxiety, the most common mental disorders (CMDs), are highly
prevalent among women of childbearing age, but are even higher among mothers in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs), possibly due to mothers' disproportionate exposure to
multiple risk factors, such as poverty, gender disparities and violence, and a high prevalence of
medical illness. The extra burden imposed by maternal CMDs in LMICs can be nothing short of
catastrophic, affecting infant and child growth and leading to preventable illness and death
among children. One possible mechanism, by which maternal CMDs lead to compromised child
development, is through negatively affecting mothers' health-promoting behaviors (e.g.,
contraceptive use, participation in antenatal care) and child-care practices (e.g., vaccination
uptake, cessation of breastfeeding, sanitation practices).
The aim of this study was three-fold. First, to assess psychological distress among
mothers of young children (aged 0-5 years) in Ghana and Uganda, as measured by the Kessler 6
(K6), a brief screening instrument for nonspecific psychological distress. Second, to identify
sociodemographic, socioeconomic, obstetric, and psychosocial correlates of maternal
psychological distress in Ghana and Uganda. Third, to explore the relationship between maternal
psychological distress, child health-promoting practices, and child health outcomes and
nutritional status.

The study utilized cross-sectional baseline data from the Millennium Villages Project.
One hundred mothers in Ghana and 100 in Uganda who had at least one child up to 5 years at the
time of baseline collection participated in the study.
Results provided evidence for the adequate reliability and validity of the K6 in our study.
Several correlates of maternal distress were identified in the study, some of which were common
for both sites, while others where site-specific. Maternal psychological distress was negatively
correlated with maternal sanitation practices in Uganda. An exploratory analysis revealed a
significant relationship between maternal distress and risk for child undernutrition.
These findings offer partial support for the relationship between maternal psychological
distress and poor child health outcomes in rural, resource-poor areas. Discussion of the study
findings focuses on the social roots of maternal distress in sub-Saharan Africa. The clinical
implications of the study and recommendations for future research are discussed.
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION

The overall aim of the proposed study is to identify correlates of psychological distress
among mothers of young children aged 0-5 years in rural areas in Ghana and Uganda and to
investigate the association between maternal distress and child health. The study analyzed crosssectional, baseline data from the Millennium Villages Project (MVP) led by the Earth Institute at
Columbia University, which is a proof of concept to demonstrate achievability of the Millennium
Development Goals and of potential to eliminate extreme poverty in rural Africa (Sanchez et al.,
2007). Specifically, the study aimed to: (1) critically assess psychological distress among
mothers of young children (0-5 years) in rural Ghana and Uganda; (2) identify
sociodemographic, socioeconomic, obstetric and psychosocial correlates of maternal
psychological distress in rural Ghana and Uganda; (3) investigate the association between
maternal psychological distress and maternal practices for child health promotion; (4) examine
the relationship between maternal psychological distress and child health outcomes; and finally,
(5) to explore the relationship between maternal psychological distress and child nutritional
status.
Depression and anxiety, the most common mental disorders (CMDs), are the leading
neuropsychiatric cause of disability worldwide (Mathers, Lopez, & Murray, 2006). By 2020,
CMDs are projected to be, overall, among the three leading contributors to the burden of disease
as measured by Years Lost to Disability (YLD) and Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY),
respectively (Mathers & Loncar, 2006; World Health Organization, 2009a). Depression and
anxiety are much more common in women than in men (Nolen-Hoeksema & Keita, 2003),
particularly during the childbearing years, a period characterized by significant hormonal
1

fluctuation but also new stressors associated with parenting (Surkan, Kennedy, Hurley, & Black,
2011). CMDs are the third leading cause of disease burden globally for women between 14 and
44 years of age (Mayosi et al., 2009). On average, an estimated 10% of pregnant women and
13% of those who have recently given birth meet criteria for depression and anxiety disorders
(O’Hara & Swain, 1996).
The prevalence of maternal CMDs is estimated to be even higher in low- and middleincome countries (LMICs) (Fisher et al., 2012). The relatively high prevalence of maternal
depression in LMICs may be attributable to women’s exposure to multiple psychosocial risk
factors for depression, including poverty, conflict, disasters, violence, and a high prevalence of
medical conditions, particularly HIV/AIDS (Dhanda & Narayan, 2007; Patel, Araya, de Lima,
Ludermir, & Todd, 1999; Stein et al., 2005).
Not only are maternal CMDs highly prevalent in LMICs, they are substantially impairing
and potentially catastrophic for both mother and child. Maternal depression is associated with
multiple poor health outcomes in infants and children including premature birth, poor infant
growth, and mortality (Avan, Richter, Ramchandani, Norris, & Stein, 2010; Surkan et al., 2011;
Wachs, Black, & Engle, 2009). This may be part due to the impact of maternal CMDs on healthrelated prenatal behaviors, such as contraceptive use, participation in antenatal care, and
institutional delivery (Rahman, Surkan, Cayetano, Rwagatare, & Dickson, 2013), as well as
child-care practices, such as breastfeeding practices (Patel, Rodrigues, & DeSouza, 2002), child
immunization (Rahman, Iqbal, Bunn, Lovel, & Harrington, 2004), and help-seeking behavior
(Miranda & Patel, 2005).
The current study addressed a gap in the literature on maternal mental health in LMICs
by assessing maternal distress in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) where there is a dearth of mental
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health research. The study focused on Ghana and Uganda, each representing not only different
economic and political realities, but also different cultural and contextual backgrounds. In
addition, the study focused on mothers of young children between the ages of 0 and 5, because
these early years constitute a critical period of development with long-lasting consequences for
physical, cognitive, and emotional health.
The study capitalized on the research infrastructure of the MVP platform, as it provided a
unique opportunity to study correlates of maternal CMDs and child health outcomes for the
following reasons: (1) samples were recruited from the community; (2) stratified random
sampling procedure ensured accurate representation of the makeup of the larger population; (3)
for each site, a very large number of variables across a variety of different sectors (i.e., health
and health care utilization, mental health, nutrition, economy) was assessed at baseline; (4)
uniform methodology (i.e., sampling, assessment measures, and procedure) was carried out
across all different sites and countries.
The present study has important implications for clinical practice and future research. A
better understanding of the social roots of maternal distress (i.e., poverty, food insecurity, and
gender-based violence) in SSA is an essential step in the development of feasible and culturally
meaningful public health interventions. Moreover, a better understanding of the impact of
maternal depression on child nutritional status is of great public health significance, as childhood
growth is a key indicator of child health, as well as educational performance, productivity, and
health and mental health in adulthood.
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CHAPTER II:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Maternal CMDs in SSA
Although maternal CMDs are a major public health problem, maternal mental health in
LMICs―and SSA more specifically―is largely neglected in current research. A recent metaanalysis of studies investigating the incidence of perinatal CMDs in LMICs (including several
SSA countries) revealed a striking lack of epidemiological data in more than 80% of the world’s
112 low- and lower-middle-income countries and in 90% of the least-developed countries (Fisher
et al., 2012). Overall, a recent metaanalysis by Fisher and colleagues (2012) reported data from
13 studies that have investigated incidence of perinatal (i.e., antenatal through to 1-year
postpartum) CMDs across 17 LMICs. The average prevalence of antenatal CMDs was estimated
to be 15.9%, whereas the rate of postnatal CMDs (i.e., up to one year following birth) was found
to be as high as 19.8% (Fisher et al., 2012). Using less stringent article selection criteria, another
systematic review reported data from 35 studies assessing maternal mental health in Africa and
calculated an average rate of 11.3% for antenatal depression and 14.8% for antenatal anxiety;
postnatally, prevalence rates of depression and anxiety were estimated to be 18.3% and 14.0%
respectively (Sawyer, Ayers, & Smith, 2010).
Both these reviews reported rates of maternal CMDs that are higher than those estimated
in high-income countries (HICs), i.e., 10% during pregnancy and 13% in the postpartum (O’Hara
& Swain, 1996). Although weighted means of maternal CMDs prevalence are helpful for making
comparisons with HICs, they conceal nuances and within-country discrepancies. Therefore, in
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the section below, available incidence studies are discussed in greater detail for Ghana and
Uganda.
Prevalence of maternal CMDs in Ghana. While maternal mental health research in
Ghana is limited, there is a spike of research interest in recent years. Early studies have focused
on puerperal psychotic disorders, including postpartum and manic/depressive psychosis
(Turkson, 1992). More recently, Weobong and colleagues (2009) conducted a comparative
validity study to determine appropriate screening instruments for postnatal CMDs in Ghana. The
study was part of a large community-based project carried out in Kintampo studying the impact
of weekly vitamin A supplementation on maternal mortality (the ObaapaVitA study). Of the 160
women 5-11 weeks postpartum who participated in the validation study, 18 (11.3%) scored
within the moderate illness range and 25 (15.6%) within the minimal range measured by the
Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale (CPRS; Asberg, Montgomery, Perris,
Schalling, & Sedvall, 1978).
A subsequent study by the Weobong, Prince, and Kirkwood team (2013), a cohort study
of perinatal depression nested within the ObaapaVitA and Newhints trials (the DON study) in the
Kintampo Health Research Centre study area of Ghana, screened 13,929 women for depression
both during pregnancy and after birth using the 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9,
Spitzer, Kroenke, & Williams, 1999). The overall prevalence of postnatal major or minor
depression was relatively low, i.e., 3.8%, with 0.1% meeting criteria for major depression and
3.7% for minor depression (Weobong et al., 2013). The prevalence of major or minor antenatal
depression was higher, i.e., 9.9%. Of particular interest was the finding that 12.5% of the cases
with antenatal depression persisted into the postnatal period accounting for 34.4% of postnatal
cases of depression (Weobong et al., 2014).
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Findings from the Research to Improve Infant Nutrition and Growth (RIING) Project
conducted in the Manya and Yilo Krobo districts, Eastern region, Ghana, revealed a prevalence
of 10% of postnatal depression following birth (Okronipa et al., 2012). Prevalence of postnatal
depression was assessed using the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) with the
Western-validated cut-off score of 13. Similar results were reported from a recent study with 153
high-risk mothers of ill newborns conducted tertiary teaching hospital in Kumasi, Ghana (Gold,
Spangenberg, Wobil, & Schwenk, 2013). Approximately 10% of the mothers exhibited moderate
to severe depression (PHQ-9 scores > 15), whereas over 25% scored within the range of 10–14,
indicating moderate depression.
A multi-site study conducted in Ghana and Côte d'Ivoire assessed for depression, anxiety,
and perceived disability among 1,030 women in the third trimester of their pregnancy (Bindt et
al., 2012). In Ghana, 26.6% of participating women showed substantially depressed mood as
measured by the depression module of the PHQ-9 (Spitzer et al., 1999), 11.4% endorsed
generalized anxiety disorder as measured by the 7-item Anxiety Scale (GAD-7; Spitzer,
Kroenke, Williams, & Löwe, 2006), and over 7% presented with comorbidity of both conditions.
Pregnant women in both countries reported a high degree of perceived disability, as evidenced
restrictions in participating in everyday family and community activities measured by the WHO
Disability Assessment Schedule II (WHO-DAS 2.0, Üstün et al., 2010). Depression and anxiety
emerged as strong predictors of perceived disability and explained 33% of the variance in the
disability score, controlling for age and country.
Prevalence of maternal CMDs in Uganda. Only one study has explored mental health
problems during pregnancy in Ugandan mothers. The study, which was a cross-sectional survey
of 610 pregnant Ugandan women, reported elevated rates of depressive symptoms: 31% screened
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positive for depression as indicated by the EPDS – Luganda version (Namagembe, 2007). Of
particular interest was the fact that the majority of the sample was HIV positive, which may
partly explain the markedly high rates of depressive symptomatology in this population.
With regard to the postpartum period, findings from early studies conducted over two
decades ago found postnatal depression to be as high as 16% (Assael, Namboze, German, &
Bennett, 1972; Cox, 1983). These rates may be somewhat outdated, especially given the
devastating consequences of the AIDS epidemic which emerged in the 1980s. A recent study by
Kakyo, Muliira, Mbalinda, Kizza, and Muliira (2012) assessed 202 mothers at 12 weeks
postpartum who attended a public hospital in a rural district in western Uganda. Overall, almost
half of the sample screened positive for depression using the EPDS: 27% of the participants were
found to have possible minor depression and 16% had probable major depression.
The prevalence of postnatal CMDs in Uganda appears to be lower in urban settings. A
recent study by Nakku, Nakasi, and Mirembe (2006) in women six-weeks postpartum attending
peri-urban primary health care in Kampala, Uganda found a point prevalence of depression in
6.1% of the sample measured by the Self Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ-20), and the Mini
International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI; Sheehan et al., 1998).
Summary of maternal CMDs in SSA. There are several methodological issues that
limit the validity and generalizability of the above epidemiological data. Most importantly, scant
research has been conducted in Ghana and Uganda. The majority of research has been conducted
in Nigeria (Sawyer et al., 2010) and South Africa (Honikman, van Heyningen, Field, Baron, &
Tomlinson, 2012), and much less is known about maternal CMDs in the other SSA countries. In
addition, there are no nationally representative data on the prevalence of maternal CMDs in these
countries. The majority of existing studies have investigated clinical samples (usually women
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attending antenatal and postnatal health clinics), thus limiting the generalizability of their
findings, and only a few studies have recruited participants from community settings.
There is also a profound lack of research studies investigating mental health needs among
mothers of young children up to five years of age. In addition, only few of these studies have
compared the rate of maternal CMDs to non-mothers (e.g., Cox, 1979), and longitudinal studies
following mothers from pregnancy to postpartum and early motherhood are scarce (e.g., Hanlon
et al., 2009).
Moreover, prevalence rates reported in these studies vary considerably due to a lack of
consistent methodology with respect to recruitment methods, study design, and outcome
measures (Fisher et al., 2012). Only few studies used clinician-administered semi-structured
interview tools to establish diagnostic criteria; the vast majority of the studies used screening
measures which are vulnerable to over- or underestimation of the prevalence of mental health
disorders. Most importantly, the majority of the studies utilized screening measures that, besides
using back translation procedures, were not validated for linguistic and content equivalence; only
few studies utilized instruments that had undergone extensive adaptation to ensure crossequivalence and avoid the imposition of alien concepts and constructs (e.g., Hanlon et al., 2009).
Nevertheless, some interesting patterns emerge from the review of the literature. Taken
together, existing studies in SSA, and Ghana and Uganda more specifically, suggest that the rates
of maternal CMDs are comparable to, if not higher than, the rates reported in western studies.
Furthermore, rates of CMDs seem to vary depending on the type of study setting (i.e., rural
versus urban) and region (i.e., east versus west), and appear to be higher among HIV patients.
These differences indicate that certain sociocultural and individual factors may place mothers in
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SSA nations at greater risk for developing depression and anxiety, highlighting the importance of
identifying these factors and understanding their impact on maternal mental health in SSA.

Risk Factors for Maternal CMDs in SSA
Common mental disorders vary considerably in prevalence across different SSA
countries. Besides discrepancies in methodology, the differences in prevalence rates of CMDs in
sub-Saharan African countries are hypothesized to be driven by contextual factors. These factors
play a key role in the distribution of mental illness worldwide. Sociocultural factors, such as
gender, age, socioeconomic status, literacy, ethnicity, religion, marital status, employment status,
and health status, not only affect an individuals’ risk for mental illness, but also the ways in
which the disorder manifests itself, and how mental illness is conceptualized by patients and
health-care providers (i.e., explanatory models of illness).
The association between CMDs and psychosocial stressors, such as poverty, stressful life
events, and interpersonal violence, is well established in the literature (Campbell, 2002; Kessler,
1997; Lund et al., 2011). The greater risk for CMDs observed in women appears to be partly due
to women’s relatively higher exposure to adverse life circumstances, including poverty, conflict,
and violence (Patel et al., 1999). Motherhood appears to be a period of particular risk for CMDs,
due to women’s exposure to additional stresses related to obstetric health, role transitions, and
care burden. Understanding all these social and individual risk factors for maternal mental health
problems is essential for designing effective mental health interventions.
The majority of studies focusing on maternal depression have been conducted in
industrialized countries and therefore less is known about risk factors specific to developing
countries. Commonly identified predictors of maternal CMDs in LMIC include low
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socioeconomic status, food insecurity, living in crowded households in rural areas, lack of social
support, and adverse life events (Chadran, Tharyan, Muliyil, & Abraham, 2002; Fisher et al.,
2012; Patel, 2002; Rahman, Iqbal, & Harrington, 2003; Ramchandani, Richter, Stein, & Norris,
2009; Wolf, De Andraca, & Lozoff, 2002). Based on previous work by Fisher and colleagues
(2012) and Sawyer and colleagues (2010), the following clusters of risk factors of maternal
CMDs in SSA were identified and will be discussed in the section below: (a) sociodemographic
and socioeconomic factors; (b) life events; (c) social and family relationship variables; (d)
gender-related factors; (e) obstetric and reproductive factors; and, (f) general physical health.
Sociodemographic and socioeconomic factors. A number of sociodemographic and
socioeconomic risk factors have been studied in cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of
maternal CMDs in LMICs, all of which are discussed below.
Maternal age. In HICs, maternal age has been consistently associated with maternal
CMDs during pregnancy and following birth, with both young and advanced age being a risk
factor for elevated rates of psychological distress (Aasheim et al., 2012). Findings from studies
conducted in LMICs however are inconclusive. Older age was a risk factor for perinatal CMDs
in Abu Dhabi (Green, Broome, & Mirabella, 2006), India (Prost et al., 2012), and China (Xie et
al., 2007). In contrast, age was not found to be significantly associated with CMDs in Brazil
(Faisal-Cury, Tedesco, Kahhale, Menezes, & Zugaib, 2004), Bangladesh (Gausia, Fisher, Ali, &
Oosthuizen, 2009; Nagpal et al., 2008), Pakistan (Husain et al., 2006; Rahman et al., 2003), India
(Nagpal et al., 2008), or Morocco (Agoub, Moussaoui, & Battas, 2005).
Mixed results have also been reported in SSA counties. Older age has been identified as a
risk factor in Ethiopia (Hanlon et al., 2009) and Tanzania (Hadley & Patil, 2006). Equivocally,
there is evidence that younger age is a risk factor for maternal CMDs in Uganda (Nakku et al.,
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2006). In Nigeria, the majority of studies have failed to find a relationship between maternal age
and maternal CMDs (Aderibigbe, Gureje, & Omigbodun, 1993; Adewuya, Fatoye, Ola, Ijaodola,
& Ibigbami, 2005; Adewuya et al., 2007; Ebeigbe & Akhigbe, 2008; Fatoye et al., 2004). The
one study that did report an association, found younger age to be significantly associated with
increased risk for non-psychotic common perinatal mental disorders (CPMDs); however, study
findings were based solely on chi-square analyses and did not include any multivariate analyses.
It is likely that the relationship between CMDs and age is confounded, as shown in other
Nigerian studies (Adewuya et al., 2005; Abiodun O Adewuya et al., 2007), in which younger age
was also found to be related to CPMDs, but this relationship did not hold in multivariate
analyses.
Marital status. Literature from LMICs indicates that marital status, particularly lack of
intimate partner, significantly predicts postnatal CMDs (see Beck, 2001 for a review). Single
marital status is also linked to increased risk for maternal CMDs in some studies conducted in
LMICs, particularly in Nigeria, where, besides single marital status (Adewuya et al., 2005;
Nakku et al., 2006; Owoeye, Aina, & Morakinyo, 2006; Ukpong & Owolabi, 2006), being
divorced or in a polygamous relationship was also found to increase the risk for CMDs
(Adewuya et al., 2007). However, other studies found no significant association between marital
status and CMDs (Adewuya, 2006b; Limlomwongse & Liabsuetrakul, 2006; Nakku et al., 2006;
Uwakwe, 2003).
The fact that findings are inconsistent may reflect the complexity of this relationship.
Having a partner may be a source of considerable stress, due to interpersonal disputes and
violence, which are well established triggers of mood episodes. The effect of marital status on
maternal mental health may therefore depend on the quality of the relationship. A recent study in
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the US found that, after controlling for relationship quality, single women were no more likely to
be depressed compared to married or cohabiting women (Akincigil, Munch, & Niemczyk, 2010).
There are no studies looking into this in LMICs.
Education. Research findings on the relationship between maternal CMDs and
educational level are inconsistent in LMICs. Lower levels of maternal education have been found
to be associated with a higher risk of postnatal CMDs in several Asian countries, such as
Bangladesh (Black et al., 2007), Vietnam (Fisher, Morrow, Ngoc, & Anh, 2004), Nepal (HoYen, Bondevik, Eberhard-Gran, & Bjorvatn, 2007), China (Gao, Chan, & Mao, 2009), and India
(Patel et al., 2002). Other studies failed to report an association (Agoub et al., 2005; Gausia,
Fisher, Ali, & Oosthuizen, 2009a; Husain et al., 2006; Pollock, Manaseki-Holland, & Patel,
2009; Prost et al., 2012), whereas in some studies, the relationship did not persist after
conducting multivariate analyses controlling for other variables, (e.g., a study in Brazil by FaisalCury et al., 2004). Curiously, a lack of association between education and maternal CMDs
appears to exist in sub-Saharan Africa. None of the studies conducted in SSA countries reported
a significant association between maternal education and CMDs, including studies in Nigeria
(Abiodun, 2006; Adewuya et al., 2005; Adewuya, 2005; Fatoye et al., 2004; Ukpong & Owolabi,
2006), Tanzania (Hadley & Patil, 2006), and Uganda (Kakyo et al., 2012).
Income, asset, socioeconomic status. Income and socioeconomic status (SES) emerge as
inconsistent risk factors for PND, reflecting the literature on common mental disorders in LMIC
in general (Patel & Kleinman, 2003). Low asset ownership was associated with increased risk for
maternal distress in both India (Chadran et al., 2002; Prost et al., 2012), Morocco (Agoub et al.,
2005), and Vietnam (Fisher et al., 2010), but not in Mongolia (Pollock et al., 2009) and Pakistan
(Husain et al., 2006). In China, household income less than 1000 Yuan per month was associated
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with greater EPDS scores (Xie et al., 2007), but other studies failed to report a significant
association between SES and maternal CMDs (Gao et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2009).
SES and income has been identified as risk factors for maternal CMDs in Ethiopia
(Hanlon et al., 2009), South Africa (Hartley et al., 2011), and Uganda (Nakku et al., 2006). In
Nigeria, no association was reported in all (Adewuya et al., 2005; Abiodun Olugbenga Adewuya,
2005; Ola et al., 2011) but one studies (Aderibigbe et al., 1993). The fact that findings are mixed
suggests that the relationship between socioeconomic disadvantage and poverty and maternal
mental health is complex. Most studies have focused on quantitative assessment of economic
disadvantage usually based on individual level household data. Qualitative measures may be
warranted to understand the multidimensional nature of poverty and how it relates to mental
health (Coast, Leone, Hirose, & Jones, 2012).
Food insecurity. Food insecurity, which was defined at the World Food Summit of 1996
as “insecure access to sufficient food for an active and healthy life,” is highly prevalent in many
developing countries. In many regions of sub-Saharan Africa, more than one-third of households
are food insecure (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2005). It is expected that by 2020 the
number of people in SSA who will experience severe food insecurity will double (Wiebe,
Ballenger, & Pinstrup Andersen, 2001). As such, food insecurity is a major public health and
human rights concern.
Research findings from both community-based studies as well as nationally
representative studies conducted in HICs suggest that food insecurity is also associated with
nonfinancial and non-nutritional factors, such as the presence of maternal mental health
problems (Casey et al., 2004; Heflin, Siefert, & Williams, 2005). An association between
household-level measures of food insecurity and hunger and symptoms of CMDs among mothers
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in LMIC has been reported in several studies, to include a study in an urban community in
Mongolia (Pollock et al., 2009) and a study in rural Tanzania among an ethnically diverse group
of female caretakers (Hadley & Patil, 2006).
Food insecurity plays a major role in maternal mental health in SSA, a region where 239
million people were hungry or undernourished in 2010 (The UN Food and Agriculture
Organization, 2010). Findings from a population-based representative sample of households in a
rural area of Jimma zone, Ethiopia, found that food insecurity predicted symptoms of depression
and anxiety above and beyond exposure to stressful life events and SES (Hadley et al., 2008).
Food insecurity in rural Tanzania was associated with high levels of depression and anxiety
(Craig Hadley & Patil, 2006). In Ethiopia, Hanlon and colleagues (2009) found that hunger was
significantly associated with antenatal CMDs symptoms. A recent study in rural Ethiopia by
Anderson and colleagues found that the impact of food insecurity on childhood illness was
greatest in households with mothers suffering from high emotional distress (Anderson, Tegegn,
Tessema, Galea, & Hadley, 2012).
A recent prospective study investigated the complex relationship between household food
insecurity, HIV, and maternal stress (Garcia et al., 2013). The study followed 233 Ghanaian
women for 12 months after childbirth and showed an additive, synergistic effect of HIV-positive
status and food insecurity on the risk for maternal stress. One interesting find was while HIVnegative women living in severely food insecure households experienced a steady decline across
time, those in the HIV-positive group that lived in severe households increased over time.
Social and family relationship factors. The protective role of social support has been
demonstrated in a number of studies and meta-analyses conducted in developed countries (Beck,
2002; Robertson, Grace, Wallington, & Stewart, 2004). Lack of social and family support in
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childcare, and poor marital relationship, have all been found to have adverse effect on maternal
mental health in LMIC (Rahman et al., 2003). In some studies, mainly from Asian countries,
women who lived in a nuclear, rather than a multigenerational household (Rahman et al., 2003),
whose mothers lived in a rural area (Nhiwatiwa, Patel, & Acuda, 1998), or who lacked an
affectionate and trusting relationship with their own mothers (Fisher et al., 2010) were at
increased risk for CMDs. However, no significant relationship of this kind was found in other
studies (Gao et al., 2009; Gausia et al., 2009b). Perceived lack of social or family support has
been associated with depression among Nigerian women during the antenatal period (Adewuya
et al., 2007) and perinatal women in rural Ethiopia (Hanlon et al., 2008). Abiodun (2006) also
found that young mothers had greater symptoms of postnatal depression if their husbands were
unsupportive or had relationship problems with their in-laws. Poor relationship with mother-inlaw or partner also predicted CMDs among mothers in Uganda (Kakyo et al., 2012).
Life events. The adverse effect of stressful life events (e.g., unemployment, loss of a
loved one) and long-term chronic stress (e.g., financial stress, social isolation) on mental health
is well documented in the literature (Kessler, 1997). Women who experience stressful life events
during their pregnancies or following childbirth are at substantially greater risk for perinatal
mood and anxiety disorder (O’Hara & Swain, 1996). Evidence from studies conducted in several
LMICs, such as Nepal (Ho-Yen et al., 2007), Morocco (Agoub et al., 2005), and Pakistan
(Husain et al., 2006), further support these findings.
Few studies have investigated the impact of life events on maternal CMDs in SSA (Fisher
et al., 2012). In Nigeria, adverse life events were related to both prenatal (second trimester of
pregnancy) and postnatal (6-8 weeks postpartum) psychiatric morbidity in a sample of 162
Nigerian women (Aderibigbe et al., 1993). In Uganda, negative life events predicted major
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depression in a sample of 544 women during the postnatal period (Nakku et al., 2006). Despite
limited research in this area, existing studies provide consistent evidence for the toxic effect of
adverse life effects on maternal mental health in SSA. This finding is of great importance,
considering the fact that adverse life events are highly prevalent in SSA, a region hard hit by the
AIDS epidemic. Almost two thirds of the SSA population is HIV-infected and loss of a loved one
due to AIDS is very common in this region (UNAIDS, 2011).
Gender-related factors. Gender-related risk factors are relevant in most African
communities, where women have limited power to make critical decisions that affect the social
welfare and health of the family (Kakyo et al., 2012), and where intimate partner violence,
driven by cultural beliefs about women as property (Mufune, 2009), is highly prevalent
(Anyango & Muliira, 2009).
Interpersonal violence. Violence against women (or gender-based violence) is highly
prevalent worldwide. In the U.S., it is estimated that 25%–50% of women will experience some
form of abuse in their lifetime (Thompson et al., 2006). Several studies conducted in HICs
suggest that violence is a significant predictor of maternal CMDs (e.g., Kendall-Tackett, 2007;
Lancaster et al., 2010; Valentine, Rodriguez, Lapeyrouse, & Zhang, 2011). Although the
relationship between violence and maternal mental health is probably complex, there is evidence
from studies conducted in HICs that intimate partner abuse in pregnancy predicts maternal
depressive symptoms in the postpartum (Tiwari et al., 2008).
Existing literature in resource-poor areas, where violence against women is often
normative, particularly in rural communities (Kabeta, 2010), suggests a strong pattern of
association between violence and maternal CMDs. Women who had suffered physical violence
by their partner or another family member were three times more likely to have depression in
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Mongolia (Pollock et al., 2009) and over eight times in Nepal (Ho-Yen et al., 2007). In Pakistan,
domestic violence was associated with higher EPDS scores (Husain et al., 2006). However,
violence was not found to be a significant predictor of maternal CMDs in Bangladesh (Gausia et
al., 2009).
Evidence from studies conducted in SSA draw a similar picture. Ola and colleagues
(2011) examined the relationship between antenatal mental illness and exposure to interpersonal
violence in West Africa and found positive relationship between violence and symptoms of
CMDs. Women who had been exposed to interpersonal physical violence were over 5 times
more likely to be diagnosed with depression than those who were not physically abused,
controlling for all other factors in the model. Similar findings were reported in South Africa by
Hartley and colleagues (2011), although the association between antenatal depression and
relationship violence was less pronounced. Few studies have explored the impact of violence of
maternal CMDs in Ghana. In the study of high-risk mothers of ill infants, history of interpersonal
violence with current partner significantly predicted maternal depression (Gold et al., 2013).
Unfortunately, the DON study by Weobong, Kirkwood and their colleagues did not include
measures of violence (Weobong et al., 2013, 2014).
Male gender bind. The gender of the child has been hypothesized as a potentially
important risk factor in LMICs where there may be social and cultural pressures on women to
give birth to sons. The importance of the baby’s gender in predicting CPMD has been reported in
several LMICs. Patel et al. (2002) found that a woman who already had a female child faced
greater stress because of the pressure that the new infant be a boy, reflecting the preference for
male children inherent in South Asian culture (Patel et al., 2002).
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Female infant gender compared to male was found to almost triple the risk for postpartum
depression in China (Xie et al., 2007) but was not found significant in another Chinese study
(Wan et al., 2009). In another study carried out in China, mothers whose parents-in-law had a
preference for a male baby had significantly higher EPDS scores than mothers whose parents-inlaw had no gender preference for the baby. Also, fathers who had a female baby had higher
EPDS scores than those with a male baby (Gao et al., 2009). No significant association has been
reported in Pakistan (Husain et al., 2006) or Nepal (Ho-Yen et al., 2007).
Studies in SSA have reported inconsistent results on the relationship between child’s
gender and maternal CMDs. In Nigeria, child gender has been identified as a significant risk
factor for antenatal CMDs (Ola et al., 2011), maternal blues (Adewuya, Fatoye, et al., 2005), and
postnatal depression (Abiodun, 2006; Adewuya, Fatoye, et al., 2005). In fact, in the study by Ola
and colleagues (2011) in Lagos, Nigeria, the number of previous female children emerged as the
only significant predictor of antenatal CMDs from a large pool of putative risk factors. This
relationship comes as no surprise given that in Nigeria women are held culpable for the sex of
the baby and lack of a male heir is often cited as a reason for interpersonal disputes which may
escalate to relationship break down (Adewuya & Aloba, 2009).
Undesired gender of baby was identified as a risk factor for postpartum depression in
Uganda, however among the mothers who reported unwanted sex of baby there was no
difference between mothers with male and mothers with female babies (Nakku et al., 2006). Bias
against female gender was not associated with maternal CMDs in Ghana (Weobong et al., 2013).
Female infant gender was not found to be an important determinant of maternal
depression in other SSA countries, such as South Africa (Cooper et al., 1999), which deserves
further exploration. Nevertheless, the fact that numerous studies indicate a higher prevalence of
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CMDs in mothers of female children may indicate that a cycle of physical and mental health in
females is established early on in their lifecycle and may contribute to poor health of future
generations (Rahman et al., 2003).
Obstetric and reproductive factors. Maternal reproductive factors also seem to play an
important role in elevating the risk for maternal depression. In SSA specifically, prior history of
stillbirth (Adewuya et al., 2007; Hanlon et al., 2009), obstetric complications and hospital
admissions during pregnancy (Adewuya, Fatoye, et al., 2005; Adewuya, 2005) and
complications during delivery, including preterm delivery, instrumental delivery, and caesarean
section (Adewuya, Fatoye, et al., 2005; Owoeye et al., 2006; Ukpong & Owolabi, 2006) have
been linked to elevated risk for maternal CMDs. First time pregnancy (primigravidity) or
motherhood (primiparity) is a predictor of maternal depression and anxiety, yet, at the same time,
the risk for maternal CMDs is higher among mothers with many children (Hanlon et al., 2009),
particularly girls (Ola et al., 2011). In addition, similar to findings from western studies,
unwanted or unintended pregnancy is a risk factor for maternal depression (Hanlon et al., 2009;
Nakku et al., 2006; Owoeye et al., 2006).
General physical health. Maternal general health has been also identified as a risk factor
for CMDs. For example, some studies have reported considerably higher rates of maternal
depression among HIV positive mothers (42.2%-54%) than mothers who were not infected
(14.6%-24%) (Adewuya et al., 2005; Chibanda et al., 2010; Hartley et al., 2010). HIV positive
status was also found to be significantly associated with depression, stress, and alcohol use in a
sample of 610 pregnant women in Uganda (Namagembe, 2007).
Mental health history. History of CMDs has been linked to maternal depression (Fisher
et al., 2012), mirroring similar findings from studies conducted in HICs (Lancaster et al., 2010).
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In addition, past history of prenatal and/or postpartum maternal depression increases the risk for
chronic maternal depression (Wachs et al., 2009).
Summary of risk factors of maternal CMDS. The culture and social arrangements in
SSA countries, and particularly in rural communities, have created a set of unique
sociodemographic and economic risk factors for maternal CMDs. Women in these settings are
financially dependent on their partners and often have to stay in marriage despite poor support
and their male partners having multiple sex partners. The review of the literature on psychosocial
variables associated with CMDs in mothers of children under five in sub-Saharan African studies
identified several risk factors: single, separated, or polygamous marital status, poor marital
relationship, lack of family and social support and in-law relationship problems, unplanned or
unwanted pregnancy, obstetric complications, gender-based violence, unwanted gender of
infant/female infant, and poor maternal health.
However, mixed results have been reported throughout the literature for several factors,
to include maternal age, SES and income. Beyond methodological variations among the different
studies, these discrepancies may reflect the presence of contextual differences on a regional and
national level. For example, female gender of baby is risk factor for maternal CMDs in Nigeria
(e.g., Ola et al., 2011) and Uganda (Nakku et al., 2006), but not in other countries, like South
Africa (Cooper et al, 1999). It may also be that the relationship between maternal CMDs and
certain risk factors is more complex and overdetermined, such as in the case of the quality of
relationship with the partner which seems to moderate the relationship between marital status
and maternal mental health.
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Impact of maternal CMDs on child outcomes
Extensive empirical evidence in HICs supports the long-term, detrimental impact of
maternal CMDs on child development. Depression during pregnancy has been associated with
faster baseline fetal heart rate, higher rates of preterm births, low birth weight, and restricted fetal
growth (for a review, see Davalos, Yadon, & Tregellas, 2012). Upon delivery, compared to
infants of non-depressed mothers, neonates of depressed mothers have slower fetal growth rates,
lower BMI scores, and greater right-relative frontal asymmetry (EEG asymmetry pattern), all of
which have negative implications on subsequent information and emotional processing.
Furthermore, infants of depressed mothers spend more time crying, being fussy, and showing
signs of distress than infants of non-depressed mothers (Davalos et al., 2012).
Moreover, infant exposure to maternal depression has a detrimental effect on infant
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral development. Children of depressed mothers are more
likely to have difficult child temperaments (Hanington, Ramchandani, & Stein, 2010), motor,
cognitive, and language delays or difficulties (Grace, Evindar, & Stewart, 2003; Sohr-preston &
Scaramella, 2006) and poor health (Casey et al., 2004).
Maternal depression significantly affects mothers’ parenting style. Depressed mothers
display reduced sensitivity and responsiveness in their interactions with their infants, as well as
inappropriate or negative play (Beck, 1995; Hipwell, Goosens, Melhuish, & Kumar, 2000) and
mother-child interaction is characterized by insecure attachment (Goodman & Gotlib, 1999).
Because of the vulnerability of infancy―where the mother is usually the infant’s only social
interaction―these detrimental impacts of maternal depression are pervasive. Children of
depressed mothers are shown to be at increased risk for slower cognitive development (Sohrpreston & Scaramella, 2006), emotional dysregulation and a lack of social competence (Cornish
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et al., 2005). In addition, offspring of depressed mothers are more susceptible to developing
common psychiatric disorders, such as anxiety and depression, negative affect, behavioral
problems, and an overall impairment in functioning (Goodman et al., 2011; Weissman et al.,
2005).
Research findings from low-resource areas suggest a similar association between
maternal CMDs and poor growth in infants and young children. In several LMICs, such as
Pakistan, India and Nigeria, exposure to maternal mental distress and depression has been
associated with low birth weight (Patel & Prince, 2006; Rahman et al., 2004), undernutrition
(Rahman et al., 2004), poor infant growth (Adewuya, Ola, & Aloba, 2008; Anoop, Saravanan,
Joseph, Cherian, & Jacob, 2004; Inandi, 2002; Rahman, Malik, Sikander, Roberts, & Creed,
2008), and increased infant diarrheal episodes (Rahman, Bunn, Lovel, & Creed, 2007).
In SSA countries more specifically, evidence for the association between maternal CMDs
and child growth (i.e., stunting and undernutrition) have been reported in Zambia (Ndokera &
MacArthur, 2011), Ethiopia (Medhin et al., 2010), South Africa (Avan et al., 2010), Nigeria
(Adewuya et al., 2008), and Malawi (Stewart et al., 2008). In Nigeria specifically, in a report on
the impact of postnatal depression on infants’ growth, Adewuya and colleagues (2008) found
significantly poorer growth rates in infants of depressed mothers compared to non-depressed
mothers at 3 and 6 months postpartum.
Furthermore, persistent maternal CMDs were related to diarrheal episodes in Ethiopia
(Ross et al., 2011) and Nigeria (Adewuya et al., 2008), as well as acute respiratory infection
(ARI) and cough or fever in Ethiopia (Ross et al., 2011). In Ghana, postnatal depression
symptoms were associated with increased diarrheal episodes, but that held true only among
infants of HIV-positive mothers (Okronipa et al., 2012). Maternal depression has also been
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associated with increased levels of behavior problems at age two in South Africa (Avan et al.,
2010).
Impact of maternal CMDs on child health-promoting practices. One plausible
explanation for the association between maternal CMDs and poor child health and growth is that
poor mental health impacts mothers’ ability to adopt practices that promote child health and
decreases their health-seeking behavior.
Maternal depressive symptoms in early infancy contribute to unfavorable patterns of
maternal care behaviors, such as health care seeking and health practices. In developed countries,
maternal depression has been related to fewer antenatal/ postnatal visits (Casey et al., 2004;
McLennan & Kotelchuck, 2000; Minkovitz et al., 2005), substance abuse (Pajulo, Savonlahti,
Sourander, Helenius, & Piha, 2001), lower rates of skilled assistance during labor, poor hygiene
and dental care (Kavanaugh et al., 2006), reduced use of contraceptives that limit optimal
spacing of pregnancies (Garbers, Correa, Tobier, Blust, & Chiasson, 2010), and reduced food
security for family (Casey et al., 2004). Of interest, this pattern is significantly more pronounced
among low-income mothers (Leiferman, 2002).
Depression and anxiety in mothers has been also found to reduce safety behaviors.
Mothers of infants and toddlers who have high levels of depressive symptoms are less likely to
use electrical plug covers and car seats or booster seats (Kavanaugh et al., 2006; McLennan &
Kotelchuck, 2000), to use appropriate sleep position (Chung, McCollum, & Elo, 2004), and to
have a smoke alarm (Chung et al., 2004). Therefore, it is not surprising that findings from
western studies report a significant association between maternal depression and anxiety
symptoms and use of emergency, rather than preventive services (Mandl, Tronick, Brennan,
Alpert, & Homer, 1999; Minkovitz et al., 2005).
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Few studies have assessed the impact of maternal CMDs on maternal child-care
behaviors in LMICs. Evidence suggests that children of mothers with elevated symptoms of
CMDs are more likely to receive lower rates of vaccinations (Ndokera & MacArthur, 2011). In
Nigeria, depressed mothers were found to be more likely to stop breastfeeding earlier and their
infants were more likely to have episodes of diarrhea and other infectious illnesses (Adewuya et
al., 2008). In Ghana, there was no evidence of a relationship between maternal depression and
breastfeeding duration or frequency (Guo et al., 2013). However, as explained by the authors,
breastfeeding behavior was measured only in two different time points, and lack of association
may be due to this measurement limitation that may have not captured accurately mothers’
breastfeeding practices.
Conclusion. Taken together, these findings suggest that maternal depressive symptoms in
early infancy contribute to unfavorable patterns of maternal care behaviors, such as health care
seeking and health practices. This may lead to a decrease in the quality of care, as well as in
feeding and health-seeking behaviors, which, in turn, may increase the child’s susceptibility to
illness (Harpham, Huttly, De Silva, & Abramsky, 2005; Rahman, Harrington, & Bunn, 2002).
The theoretical framework of the current study is presented in Figure 1.
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Maternal practices
promoting child
health (e.g.,
antenatal care,
sanitation practices,
etc.)

Psychological
distress

Child outcomes
(health, growth)

Social correlates
(e.g., poverty, food
insecurity,
violence, HIV, etc.)

Figure 1. Conceptual framework based on Harpham et al. (2005) and Rahman et al. (2002).
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Sociocultural context of the study setting
With a total surface area of 30.3 million km2, Africa is the world's second-largest
continent following Asia. Africa is also the second most populous continent, with an estimated
total population of 1.033 billion people in 2013. Its population is the youngest among all the
continents; 50% of Africans are 19 years old or younger (World Population Statistics, 2013).
Sub-Saharan Africa constitutes the area of the continent that lies south of the Sahara Desert that
divides the northern part of Africa (the “Arab” world) from SSA.
Africa is the most indebted and underdeveloped region of the world. Poverty in Africa is
predominantly rural, as more than 70% of the continent’s poor people live in rural areas and
depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Several historical forces have played an important role
in causing or perpetuating chronic and extreme poverty. The roots of poverty can be traced in
Africa’s history of colonization, decolonization, and chronic exploitation by global elites. In
recent decades, despite economic initiatives and policies aiming to close the income gap, rural
economies continue to be markedly stagnated. The devastating prevalence of HIV/AIDS,
malaria, tuberculosis, and other epidemics have further conspired to create and reinforce the
chronic and severe underdevelopment in SSA.
Uganda. Uganda is a landlocked country found in East Africa with a total area of
240,000 square km. It is bordered in the north by Sudan, Rwanda in the southwest and Tanzania
in the south, in the east by Kenya, and by the Democratic Republic of Congo in the west. The
country has a Gross National Income per citizen of US $490 in 2011 (US $344 in 2005, the year
the present study was conducted). It has a population of approximately 36,400,000 which is
disproportionately young; half of the population being under the age of 15 (World Bank, 2008), a
phenomenon attributable to Uganda’s high birth rate and the relatively short life expectancy, in
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large part due to the HIV/AIDS epidemic. In deed the AIDS epidemic reached catastrophic
levels in Uganda over the last three decades, as two million children have been orphaned by
AIDS, with one or both parents deceased (Atwine, Cantor-Graae, & Bajunirwe, 2005). In fact,
the southwestern part of Uganda, which includes the area from which the current study sample
was recruited, had higher than national prevalence rates that reached nearly one in four during
the early 1990s (Wilk & Bolton, 2002).
Mental health services in Uganda are underfunded with only 1% of the health
expenditure going to mental health. Facilities and other resources are scarce, and there is an
overrepresentation of resources in urban areas. There are less than 2 beds in mental hospitals per
100,000 people and one-and-a-half beds in community based psychiatric inpatient units, whereas
only 310 individuals work in mental health facilities (1.13 per 100,000 population) (Kigozi,
Ssebunnya, Kizza, Cooper, & Ndyanabangi, 2010).
Ghana. The Republic of Ghana is a constitutional democracy located in West Africa. It
has a population of approximately 24 million composed of several ethnic groups, with the
majority of living in the southern and central regions of the country. Ghana is a low income
country based on the World Bank 2004 criteria and has an adult literacy rate of 54.1% (Jacob et
al., 2007). Ghana is the fastest growing economy in SSA, and it is estimated that by 2020 it will
have transitioned to a middle-income nation (Government of the Republic of Ghana, 2010).
Like most SSA countries, mental healthcare is severely underfunded, with only 0.5% of
the health budget spent on mental health, compared to 6% in the US (Jacob et al., 2007). The
mental health treatment gap is large, as Ghana has 0.08 psychiatrists and 10.3 psychiatric beds
per 100,000 inhabitants, and the public psychiatric hospitals are all located in the South of the
country (Jacob et al., 2007). The WHO estimates that approximately 650,000 persons in Ghana
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suffer from a severe mental disorder and further 2.17 million from moderate to mild mental
disorders with a treatment gap of 98% of the affected population.

Beliefs and attitudes towards mental illness in Uganda and Ghana
Mental illness varies in the way it is understood and defined across different cultures.
Cultural beliefs towards health and illness determine the perceived importance of symptoms
which subsequently influences the use of existing treatment resources. Arthur Kleinman, a
pioneer in the field of anthropology and crosscultural psychiatry, defines explanatory model as
“the notions about an episode of sickness and its treatment that are employed by all those
engaged in the clinical process” (Kleinman, 1980, p. 105).
In SSA, a tension exists between the biomedical understanding of mental illness and the
traditional approach to psychiatric problems. The biomedical model of illness is founded upon a
symptom-focused, western-based nomenclature, whose origin in SSA lies in the colonization
period. The traditional approach on the other hand attributes mental illness to psychosocial and
spiritual causes, including witchcraft, spirits, curses, etc.
These two different models map on to the two distinct approaches to cross-cultural
psychiatric research, the etic and the emic approach. The etic approach, also known as the
Universalist approach, assumes universality of mental illness across cultures and views
diagnostic classification, assessment, and treatment of mental illness as applicable to all cultures
across the globe. By contrast, the emic approach argues that mental health is embedded in culture
and as such is shaped by local beliefs and attitudes. These two approaches are in the extremes of
a spectrum, and it is recently recognized that integrative approaches are methodologically
superior (Patel, 1998). Integrative approaches balance generalization across cultures with
contextualized crosscultural comparison. It is increasingly recognized that studying contextual
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factors of mental illness by examining explanatory models and illness narratives is vital in order
to understand the local experience and understand the cultural context that influences treatment
seeking behavior.
Uganda. While studies of depression in Uganda lend some support to the relevance of
the western concept of depression, there are unique cultural components in the way depressive
symptoms are conceptualized within the Ugandan context (Okello & Ekblad, 2006; Okello,
2006; Wilk & Bolton, 2002).
Wilk and Bolton (2002) studied local conceptualizations of depression in the Masaka and
Rakai districts of Uganda, an area hard hit by the AIDS epidemic. The authors identified two
local syndromes that seemingly overlapped with DSM-IV depressive symptomatology,
Yo’kwekyawa and Okwekubaziga, roughly translated as self-loathing and self-pity, respectively.
Yo’kwekyawa was described as the more severe of the two syndromes, including both suicidal
ideation and anhedonia as well as a number of symptoms not included in the DSM-IV such as
worrying too much, hating the world, and criminal or reckless behavior. Okwekubaziga also
included DSM-IV depression symptoms such as feeling sad and feeling worthless as well as nonDSM-IV symptoms such as being unappreciative of assistance. The study found that the local
community recognized these syndromes as consequences of the HIV epidemic and that they
resulted in significant impairment in functioning, especially social functioning (Wilk & Bolton,
2002).
Kasoro and colleages (2002) used household surveys, key informant interviews, and
focus groups to explore ideas about mental illness in four counties in Western Uganda. Among
respondents from the 384 households that were surveyed, the main features of mental illness
were identified as incoherent speech (47.7%), insomnia (26.9%), difficulty speaking (21.5%),
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difficulty ambulating (17.9%), “walking naked” (13.1%) and attempted suicide (6.9%). When
asked about the causes of mental illness, only a small minority of community residents (7.8%)
attributed them to psychological factors. More often, mental illnesses were thought to be caused
by infections such as medical conditions, particularly AIDS and malaria, substance use disorders,
and traditional causes (Kasoro, Sebudde, Kabagambe-Rugamba, Ovuga, & Boardman, 2002).
Okello and Ekblad (2006) conducted a qualitative study in a semirural area near the
capital of Kampala exploring the explanatory models of depressive illness. The authors
conducted individual and focus-group discussions, in which participants were presented with
several case vignettes depicting different profiles of depressive symptomology. Depression
without psychotic features was conceptualized as an illness of thoughts, associated with thinking
and worrying too much. These worrisome thoughts appear to be caused by a multitude of
psychosocial, economic and spiritual factors. The condition can be targeted though culturally
accepted ways of healing, and does not require medication. In contrast, the case of depressive
illness with psychotic features, in both unipolar and bipolar depression disorder, is
conceptualized very differently, that is a clan illness “byekika,” thought to be caused by clan
gods and ancestral spirits or witchcraft. In severe chronic conditions, the cause may even be
regarded as a physical illness, particularly HIV/AIDS.
Taken together, while cultural components appear to vary by region and ethnic group, but
some commonalities include an association with AIDS and other illnesses, an etiology related to
poverty and social issues, a tendency for depression symptoms to be fused with anxiety
symptoms (e.g., worrying), cognitive symptoms, (e.g., thinking too much), and significant
functional impairment as a key negative outcome of depression (Keith, 2009). What is more, the
epidemiological work by Bolton and his colleagues provided support for the validity of the
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concept of depression among Ugandans in the Rakai and Masaka regions and evidence that it is
highly prevalent and undertreated, with over 20% of the adult participants meeting DSM-IV
symptom and impairment criteria for major depressive disorder over the past week (Bolton,
Wilk, & Ndogoni, 2004; Verdeli et al., 2003; Wilk & Bolton, 2002)
Ghana. To our knowledge, there is no nationally representative epidemiological study
assessing the prevalence of mental disorders in Ghana to date. In addition, few studies have
explored local idioms of distress through anthropological studies.
Early ethnographic studies conducted in the 1960s identified several conditions that
resembled Western nosological entities, including schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder,
obsessive compulsive disorder, and depression (Field, 1960). A naturalistic study from the Accra
Psychiatric Hospital reported that from the 3431 new hospital admissions between 1956 and
1960, the majority of the cases (39.5%) were classified as schizophrenia, followed by manicdepressive psychosis (22.8%), confusional psychosis (4.5%), alcoholism (2.9%), and
involutional depression (2.5%) (Forster, 1962). An updated report from the same hospital in
2012 reported that the most common disorders leading to admission were schizophrenia followed
by depression, epilepsy, substance abuse, acute undifferentiated psychosis, dementia, mania,
neurosis, and finally mental retardation (Asare, 2012).
Very few studies have investigated ways in which Ghanaian understand and
conceptualize mental illness, particularly regarding depression. Existing studies suggest that
beliefs about mental illness seem to vary depending on the region, mirroring cultural variations
on peoples’ belief systems. A biomedical explanatory model is more prominent in urban areas in
Ghana, suggesting that urban and periurban areas in Ghana have assimilated Western beliefs
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regarding mental health, whereas people living in rural areas, and particularly in the North, tend
to attribute mental illness to spiritual causes (Quinn, 2007).
As with other non-Western countries, individuals in Ghana often express CMDs in
somatic terms (Danquah, 1982). This pattern seems to be even more prevalent among Ghanaian
women. A qualitative study that included interviews from 75 women from diverse
socioeconomic backgrounds in Ghana, as many as three quarters of the women reported
“thinking too much” and “worrying too much,” both of which were closely related with several
somatic complains, such as tiredness, sleep disturbances, headaches, burning sensation in the
head, crying, bodily aches and pains, weight loss (Avotri & Walters, 1999, 2001). The majority
attributed them to social problems, such as heavy workloads, financial insecurity, and marital
problems (Avotri & Walters, 1999, 2001).
As in the case of Uganda, and roughly all SSA countries, stigma related to mental illness
is highly prevalent in Ghana. In the qualitative study by Quinn, family caregivers of mentally ill
individuals expressed worry about stigma and negative attitudes coming from the extended
family and the larger community (Quinn, 2007). Ethnographic data from rural areas in Ghana
revealed significant violations of human rights of people living with mental illness, such as
beating, chaining, and withholding food (Read, Adiibokah, & Nyame, 2009). A somatic
expression of the illness appears to be safer and less stigmatizing. One such example is the case
of the Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital in Kumasi, where the team decided to call the
psychiatric services “Headache Clinic” as mental illness was considered taboo in the prevailing
Ashanti culture (Laugharne & Burns, 1999).
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Cultural perspectives on motherhood
Historically, motherhood is an institution of great social value and in Africa. Giving birth
to a child signifies establishing a connection to the ancestors, which allows for the continuation
of the family, both in genetic and religious-spiritual sense (Hollos & Larsen, 2008). Inhorn and
vanBalen (2002, as cited in Hollos & Larsen, 2008) refer to this function as “perpetuity desires”
by which giving birth to a child fulfils the need to continue family structures into the future and
to connect them to the past. In addition, the achievement of motherhood serves an important
economic function and, particularly in rural areas. Having children is viewed as integral for the
family’s survival and support of aging household members (Hollos & Larsen, 2008). Finally,
motherhood fulfills desires related to social power, as children are regarded as valuable
resources, especially in communities characterized by patriarchal social relations and patrilineal
customary systems. Infertility in African societies is viewed in especially negative terms. Not
only women who do not give birth are more economically vulnerable, they are more susceptible
to societal prejudice and are often accused of witchcraft (Stephens, 2013). Nevertheless, despite
the relative cultural homogeneity of the construct of African motherhood, important regional
differences exist guided by diversity of land ownership and inheritance patterns, gender roles,
spiritual and religious beliefs, among others.
Uganda has a high fertility rate of 6.05 births per woman (World Bank, 2011). The
women of childbearing age constitute 23% of the entire Ugandan population and a large portion
of women have their first child in their teenage years, with 25% of all deliveries occurring during
adolescence. Infertile women suffer severe discrimination, stigma and ostracism in Uganda
(World Health Organization, 2010).
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Ugandan women are exposed to high risks of death as a result of pregnancy
complications. The lifetime risk of a Ugandan woman dying due to maternal causes is 1 in every
12. It has been estimated that for every Ugandan woman who dies as a result of a pregnancyrelated cause, 20 to 30 women will become affected by short-term or long-term disabilities due
to pregnancy or birth complications. Perinatal and maternal conditions have been ranked highest
at 20% among the major causes of mortality and morbidity in Uganda (USAID, 2005).
The social institution of motherhood is of central importance in Ghana. Infertility is
looked upon in a very negative way and may often be the reason for a marriage to be severed
(Wilkinson & Callister, 2010). In an ethnographic study of 24 mothers in Ashanti, Ghana one of
the participants mentioned that “if you are not married, and you don’t give birth, nobody cares.
But if you are married and you don’t give birth, the family of the man will not compromise with
you” (Wilkinson & Callister, 2010, p. 208). Infertility is oven viewed as the result of illegal
abortions during adolescence. Infertile women are often viewed as “being wicked” (Wilkinson &
Callister, 2010, p. 208). While childbearing is of great social significance in Ghana, childbirth is
viewed as a “dangerous passage” (Wilkinson & Callister, 2010, p. 210), especially in rural areas,
or as described by one of the mothers in the ethnographic study by Wilkinson and Callister
(2010), the “junction of life and death” (p. 212).
Akan women, in particular, play a major role in the decision‑making process especially
regarding contraceptive use and family planning (Takyi & Nii-Amoo Dodoo, 2005).In the Akan
culture, the building block of the family organization is the abusua, which refers to group of
people that share a common maternal ancestor, i.e., the mother’s lineage. The abusua undertakes
the decision-making for the family and is the sole recipient of inheritance and land ownership
(Clark, 1999, as cited in Kyerematen, 2012). The child inherits from his or her mother the
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mogya, i.e., the blood of maternal ancestors. By contrast, the father passes on the ntoro, i.e., the
spirit from his father, regarded as very important for the overall health of the child (Kyerematen,
2012).

Aims and Hypotheses
The overarching aim of the study was to investigate prevalence and correlates of
psychological distress among mothers of infants/young children aged 0-5 years in rural Ghana
and Uganda and to explore the relationship between maternal psychological distress and child
health outcomes.
The specific aims of the proposed study are:
Aim 1. To critically assess psychological distress symptoms in mothers with at least one
young child aged 0-5 years in rural villages in Ghana and Uganda.
Hypothesis 1a. The K6 questionnaire will be positively correlated with other measures of
maternal mental health, i.e., functional impairment and suicidal ideation.
Hypothesis 1b. The K6 will demonstrate a unidimensional factor structure.
Aim 2. To identify correlates of maternal psychological distress in rural Uganda and
Ghana. Based on previous research by Prost and colleagues (2012) and Fisher and colleagues
(2012), the following groups of correlates will be studied: (a) sociodemographic factors (e.g.,
maternal age, education, marital status, religion, sex of household-head, occupation); (b)
socioeconomic factors (asset index; household food insecurity; and household vulnerability to
risk); (c) obstetric factors (e.g., parity, gravidity, history of fetal loss, obstetric complications);
(e) general physical health, (e.g., medical problems including HIV/AIDS); (f) gender-based
factors (e.g., lifetime history of forced sex, physical violence—lifetime and in the last two
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weeks, male gender bind); and (g) life events (death of a child, number of funerals attended in
the last month, and death of household member above 5 years of age).
Hypothesis 2a. Poverty, household food insecurity, household vulnerability to risk,
obstetric complications, history of fetal loss, maternal physical health, available childcare
support, violence, and adverse life events will be, independently of one another, associated with
maternal psychological distress in rural Ghana and Uganda.
Hypothesis 2b. Education, literacy, and child gender bind, will not be associated with
maternal psychological distress in Ghana and Uganda.
Aim 3. To investigate the relationship between maternal psychological distress and
maternal practices of promoting child health in rural Ghana and Uganda.
Hypothesis 3. Optimal birth spacing, antenatal care attendance, postnatal care attendance,
optimal breastfeeding onset, child vaccination uptake, and appropriate sanitation practices will
be negatively associated with maternal psychological distress in Ghana and Uganda.
Aim 4. To investigate the relationship between maternal psychological distress with child
health in Ghana and Uganda.
Hypothesis 4. Maternal psychological distress will be positively associated with child
health problems (diarrheal episodes and febrile illness in the last two weeks, and general illness
both in the last two weeks and lifetime) and history of child death (under-5 mortality) in rural
Ghana and Uganda.
Aim 5 [Exploratory]. To explore the relationship between maternal psychological
distress with child nutritional status.
Hypothesis 5a. Maternal psychological distress will be negatively associated with child
weight, height, and upper arm circumference .
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Hypothesis 5b. Maternal psychological distress will be positively associated with child
undernutrition, stunting, and wasting.
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CHAPTER III:
METHOD

Setting
This study utilized cross-sectional baseline data from two MVP sites, one in Bonsaaso,
Ghana and the other in Ruhiira, Uganda. The larger MVP study extends across a broad
geographic range and includes 14 cluster sites in 10 sub-Saharan countries: Ethiopia, Ghana,
Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania, and Uganda. MVP sites were chosen
to represent the major agroecological zones and farming systems in sub-Saharan Africa that
present a range of challenges to income generation, food security, disease ecology, infrastructure,
and health system development. Rural sites averaged ∼40,000 people and were drawn from
hunger hot spots with a baseline prevalence of child undernutrition of ≥20%. Each site is a
cluster of up to 11 Millennium Villages, and each MV consists of >5000 people (>1000
households).
Bonsaaso, Ghana. The Bonsaaso site comprises a cluster of six villages spread over
nearly 400 square kilometers in the Amansie-West District of the Ashanti Region of Ghana. The
population is estimated at 35,000, nearly 70% of which was living on less than $1/day at
baseline. The area is characterized by hot, humid tropical climate conditions. Whereas just over
40% of households had access to potable water, less than 5% had access to sanitation or mobile
phones. A majority makes a living in agriculture, specifically the cultivation of cocoa and palm
oil. The climate is tropical, and villages are separated by thick rainforest. A majority of the
population is from the matrilineal Akan tribe, and there is a representation of both Christians
(majority) and Muslims (minority).
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Ruhiira, Uganda. The Ruhiira site comprises a cluster of six villages spanning over 75
square kilometers in the Isingiro District of southwestern Uganda. The population is estimated at
50,000. It is a highland region with mountainous terrain and elevations ranging between 1350m
and 1850m above sea level. Ruhiira has a sub-humid climate with two rainy seasons during the
annual cycle, one from March through May, and the second from August through December,
which sometimes stretches into following year. Most of the community is involved in farming,
mainly the production of bananas. A majority of the sample belongs to the Bakiga tribe, one of
the larger ethnic groups in Uganda, and practices Christianity. At the time of baseline data
collection, the poverty in these communities was extreme; half of children under five years old
were chronically malnourished and 60% of households were earning less than $1 a day. At
baseline, less than 10% of households had access to potable water, less than 5% had access to
sanitation, and 5% had mobile phone access.

Figure 2. Millennium Villages Project map (source: http://www.pnas.org)
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Participants
In the late 2006 and early 2007, demographic, socio-economic, health, and
anthropometry surveys were administered to all households to collect baseline data for project
implementation and impact evaluation. Within each MVP site, a detailed household mapping
was conducted including a population census and a household wealth score. Based on geographic
area, socioeconomic status (low, medium, and high), and gender of household head, 300
households were selected using a stratified random sampling procedure in each study site.
Consenting households were then included in baseline data collection. Within each participating
household, individuals were recruited for study inclusion based on eligible age range. The
average size of each participating site is approximately 900 households, therefore, the MVP
selected sample represents roughly one third of the sampling frame of households in each site.
This sampling ensured accurate representation of the larger population.
The present study drew data for all female participants who, at baseline, had at least one
child up to 5 years of age. Eligible women were between the ages of 15 and 49 years. The
majority of mothers were multiparous, many of which had more than one child aged between 0-5
years. To avoid violating the assumption of independence due to hierarchical data (nested within
mothers) we included child variables only for the last living child, hereafter referred to as the
“index” child. The sampling flowchart is shown in Figure 3.
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Uganda

Ghana

330 households
N = 1,623

302 households
N = 1,572

Female: N = 738

Female: N = 809

Children under 5 years=201

Children under 5 years=197

N = 193
(post data cleaning)

N = 187
(post data cleaning)

Figure 3. Sampling flowchart.

Procedure
The same instruments were used in both sites. Translation from English into the language
of each site and then back translation into English was used to ensure consistency of language
and meaning. The data were collected through face-to-face interviews by trained interviewers
(enumerators) in participants’ residence. These interviewers were high school educated
community members from each site, who received 3-day training specifically for the purposes of
this study and obtained certification by master trainers. Informed consent was obtained from
each village’s headman and each study participant.
Measures
Sociodemographic variables. Maternal sociodemographic variables were collected
using a comprehensive questionnaire that assessed maternal age, ethnicity, marital status,
religion, occupation, education, and literacy. The later was assessed via two questions posed to
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the head of each household regarding each household member’s ability to read and/or write in
any language.
Socioeconomic variables. Socioeconomic factors included measures of (1) socioeconomic status (SES) measured by an asset index; (2) food security; and (3) vulnerability to
risk, described below in greater detail.
Asset index. Household SES was assessed by an extensive baseline household survey
enumerating the household holdings of durable assets, landholdings, and livestock, as well as
household characteristics related to sanitation, water, housing construction quality and whether
the head had any education beyond kindergarten. For the purposes of multivariate analyses, an
asset index was constructed using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA was extracted
from eight indicators of whether or not a household owned a given asset at the time of baseline
data collection. The factor of the PCA with the highest eigenvalue was used as the variable
which captures the most information and describes sufficiently the SES of a household. The
methodology of constructing the asset index using PCA is discussed in detail in Michelson,
Muñiz, and DeRosa (2013).
Household food security. A food-security questionnaire was administered to the
household head and/or the person primarily responsible for food preparation in which they had to
indicate the number of months of inadequate household food supply over the past year.
Inadequate food supply was considered to be not having two square meals a day (enough food),
maize, Sorghum crop, or Millet crop. Food insecurity was operationalized as the number of
months with food supply deficiency over the last year.
Vulnerability index. Household vulnerability to risk was assessed by a questionnaire
asking the household head whether he/she experienced the following: (1) the home was totally
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without lighting any nights in the past month ; (2) meals at home were either partly or entirely
uncooked due to lack of cooking fuel in the past month; (3) inability to obtain needed motorized
transport to a hospital or clinic in the past year; (4) inability to obtain medicine needed; (5) lack
of clean drinking water; (6) inadequate shelter for all members of your household; and (7)
inability to make to make a phone call, radio, or other electronic communications for
emergency/urgent reasons. Items were dummy coded (0 = no, 1 = yes) and were summed to
create the Total Vulnerability Index, a continuous variable with greater values indicating higher
household vulnerability to risk. See below, in “Preliminary Results” for the psychometric
properties of the scale.
Family and social support. Family and social support was assessed by asking mothers to
indicate available support with child care. Support from husband/partner, parents/in-laws, child,
other relative, and friends/non-relatives was coded as 1, available support, whereas lack of
family support and/or mother taking child to work was coded as 0, no support.
Life events. Adverse life events focused on recent loss/bereavement. Loss was measured
by three separate items asking mothers to indicate: (1) whether anyone in the household above 5
years of age died in the last one year; (2) whether mother has experienced any child death
(lifetime); and (3) the number of funerals they attended in the last month.
Gender-related factors. A number of gender-based factors were assessed, including
mother’s ability to say “No” to sex in her current relationship, history of forced sex (assessed by
asking her “have you ever been forced to have sex?), domestic violence (lifetime and in the past
month), and male gender bind (i.e., wanting a boy but having a girl instead). Each variable is
described in greater detail below.
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Domestic violence. Domestic violence was assessed through a 10-item, self-report
questionnaire on mothers’ relationship with their husband/partner or guardian (if mother was still
living with parents or relatives). The questionnaire assessed a range of violent acts against
mothers, from threatening to severe physical violence (e.g., injuring, cutting using a sharp
object). Mothers were asked to indicate presence of domestic violence both lifetime and in the
last month.
Male gender-bind. This was calculated by comparing child’s gender to mother’s desired
child gender, asking her “how many of her children would you like to be boys, how many would
you like to be girls and for how many would the sex not matter?” Then for each sex, a follow-up
question was asked regarding why mothers wanted to have sons/daughters (i.e., to do work at
home, earn wages outside the home, to show your power status, to be sure you have someone to
take care of you in the future, to have someone to love and take care of yourself, other).
Parity and obstetric history. Maternal obstetric history was assessed based on selfreport data on the following: (1) parity and gravidity; (2) history of fetal loss (number of
miscarriages, abortions, and stillbirths in the last 5 years); (3) complications during most recent
pregnancy (i.e., premature delivery, bleeding, anemia, poor weight gain, toxemia/convulsions,
high-blood pressure, infection/fever, diabetes/high blood sugar, other); and (4) complications
during most recent delivery or within 6 weeks following delivery (i.e., premature delivery,
bleeding, anemia, poor weight gain, toxemia/convulsions, high blood pressure, infection//fever,
diabetes/high blood sugar, retained placenta, other).
General maternal health. General maternal health was assessed by two variables: (1)
incidence of medical problem over the past year; and (2) level of functional impairment due to
medical problem(s). Medical problems included the following: malaria, flu/cold/upper
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respiratory infection, tract infection, eye disease, skin problem rash, accident/injury/snake/dog
etc. bites, pneumonia, tuberculosis, sexually transmitted, disease, HIV/AIDS-related, urinary
tract infection, typhoid, diarrhea, intestinal worms, dental problems, meningitis/brain infection,
convulsions with or without fever, cancer, pregnancy-related complication, and other. General
health was dummy coded, with 0 indicating no medical problems over the last year and 1 at least
one medical condition over the last year. The impact of medical illness on maternal functioning
was assessed by asking mother whether she has been unable to leave the house or attend school
(few times in a year, once in a month, twice in a month, three times in a month, every week).
Child-care practices. The following variables were included for child-care practices:
Birth spacing. Birth spacing (i.e., spacing between pregnancies) was operationalized as
the spacing between birth of the most recent (i.e., index) child and the second most recent child.
It was calculated by subtracting the date for second most recent birth from the birth date of index
child. The outcome variable was expressed in two ways: (1) as a continuous variable, i.e.,
number of months between the two most recent births; and (2) as a categorical dummy-coded
variable, with 0 indicating non-optimal spacing (<18 months) and 1 suggesting optimal spacing
(>=18 months). The minimum cut-off value of 18 months was adopted as recommended by
WHO (World Health Organization, 2005b).
Antenatal and postnatal care. Detailed description of received antenatal and postnatal
care was obtained through asking mother about: (1) the type of received antenatal/postnatal care
(i.e., height, weight, urine, blood, blood pressure; tetanus injection; vitamin A; iron tablets/syrup;
antimalarial drugs; test for HIV/AIDS virus); (2) the setting of antenatal/postnatal care (i.e.,
home, government/NGO hospital-health center-health station-clinic, private medical setting, or
other); (3) the type of antenatal/postnatal care provider (Health professional, trained traditional
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birth attendant; TBA, untrained TBA, other); initiation, frequency and duration of antenatal care
during pregnancy; and counseling (about AIDS, breast-feeding, signs of pregnancy
complications).
Sanitation. Mothers were asked “Do you wash your hands before feeding a child?” “Do
you use soap when washing your hands?” “Do you wash your hands after going to the toilet?”
and “Do you bathe your children under 5?” Mothers who answered yes to all questions were
considered as practicing appropriate sanitation.
Breastfeeding. Mothers were asked about initiation, duration, and frequency of
breastfeeding, as well as breast-feeding alternatives (e.g., milk other than breast milk, infant
formula, sugar/salt/water or glucose water, plain water, etc.). The optimal breastfeeding duration
was considered to be 6 months or more based on WHO recommendations (World Health
Organization, 2005a).
Vaccinations. Immunization history was obtained via health card; however, because only
a small percentage of children had their health cards issued, information on immunization was
complemented by mothers’ report. Immunization information was obtained for the following
vaccinations: Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG), polio, diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus-hepatitis
(DPT–HEP–HIB), and measles. Full vaccination at 6 months was defined as having received all
the scheduled vaccinations (BCG, polio 0, polio 1, DPT-HB-Hib1, polio 2, DPT-HB-Hib 2, polio
3 and DPT-HB-Hib 3). No-vaccination was not getting any of the vaccines and partial
vaccination was having received at least one but not all of these scheduled vaccines.
Health care utilization. Seeking advice and/or treatment for child’s current health
problems (in the last two weeks), such as illness with fever, cough, difficulty breathing.
Child outcomes. The following child outcomes were assessed for the index child:
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Infant weight at birth. Child weight at birth was accessible via health card. However,
only 8 (13.3%) out of the 60 index children had birth weight information. We decided instead to
obtain birth weight information via mother’s report, assessing perceived infant size at birth on a
Likert scale from 0-5, with 1 indicating much smaller than average, and 5 much larger than
average.
Child health. Health problems for the index child were assessed by asking mothers
whether their index child had any of the following during the last two weeks and during the last
one year: common cold, pneumonia, convulsions with/without fever, skin disease/rash,
malnutrition/weight loss, worms, eye disease, ear disease, measles, meningitis/brain infection,
dental problems, malaria, injuries, or other. Two dummy coded variables were computed, one for
health problems in the last two weeks and the other for health problems in the past year, with 0 =
no health problems and 1 = health problems.
Diarrheal episode. Diarrheal episode was defined as at least one diarrheal episode in the
last two weeks and was dummy coded, with 0 = no episode and 1 = at least one episode in the
last 2 weeks.
Child growth. Anthropometric measurements were taken by using standard best practices
(Cogill, 2001). Child recumbent length (0–24 months) was read twice to the nearest 0.1 cm with
either a steel tape attached to a wooden board with a footplate and sliding head block or a length
mat (Shorr Productions). Body weight was obtained in two separate measures with an electronic
balance (Seca) or on a hanging spring scale (Salter Ltd) and read to the nearest 0.1 kg.
Anthropometric indexes were calculated with Stata (StataCorp) macros provided by the WHO
with the use of growth references (World Health Organization, 2009b). The following nutritional
indicators were calculated: height for age z-score (HAZ), height for age z-score (WAZ), weight
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for height z-score (WHZ), and upper arm circumference for age z-score (UACZ). Extreme z
scores (less than −6 or >6 for height-for-age; less than −6 or >5 for weight-for-age; less than −5
or >5 for weight-for-height) were excluded as suggested by the WHO protocol. Undernutrition,
stunting, and wasting were defined, respectively, as a HAZ, WAZ, and WHZ scores less than −2.
Maternal psychological distress. Maternal psychological distress was measured using
Kessler 6 (K6) scale, a screening tool for non-specific psychological distress. Mothers were
asked to rate how often in the past 30 days they felt (a) nervous; (b) hopeless; (c) restless or
fidgety; (d) so sad that nothing could cheer them up; (e) that everything was an effort; and (f)
worthless. Each of the six items on the questionnaire is rated by the respondent on a five-point
scale, with 0 being none of the time and 1 all the time. K6 was scored using the unweighted sum
of answer responses across the 6 items, with a possible range of responses of 0–24.
The 6-item Kessler developed by Kessler and colleagues (2002) is one of the more
widely used measures for assessing the severity of nonspecific psychological distress. It is a
shortened version of an earlier 10-item K10, as a measure of nonspecific psychological distress.
The K6 questions originate from Item Response Theory (IRT) and were initially developed from
pilot survey results. It has demonstrated excellent internal consistency and reliability
(Cronbach’s α = 0.89). It also has consistent psychometric properties across major sociodemographic sub samples and strongly discriminates between community cases and non-cases of
DSM-IV/ SCID disorders as determined by the areas under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve.
The K6 has been developed using modern psychometric theory and has been shown to be
superior to some existing scales in brevity and psychometric properties (Kessler et al., 2002).
The ability of the K6 to predict DSM-based diagnoses has been explored in a wide range of
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samples (Baggaley et al., 2007; Furukawa et al., 2008; Furukawa, Kessler, Slade, & Andrews,
2003). K6 has been validated to screen for common mental disorders in developing country
settings (Kessler & Ustun, 2008) and has previously been used in India (Patel et al., 2008). K6
has also been used for the detection of postnatal depression in Burkina Faso (Baggaley et al.,
2007). For a critical review of the literature on the cultural validity of K6 globally see Stolk,
Kaplan, & Szwarc, 2014.
Functional impairment. This variable was derived from one item that asked individuals,
“During the past 30 days, how many days were you totally unable to work or carry out your
normal activities because of these feelings?” The response was recorded in terms of the number
of days. This variable remained a continuous variable representing the number of days that a
person was unable to work or carry out normal activities.
Suicidal ideation. Suicidal ideation at the time of baseline assessment was assessed with
one item asking mothers “do you have thoughts that it would be better if you were dead or of
hurting yourself?” The response categories ranged from 0, none of the time to 4, all the time. For
descriptive crosstabulation analyses, suicidal ideation variable was collapsed into two categories,
with “none or little of the time” being coded as 0 and 1 indicating presence of suicidal ideation
some of the time or more frequent.
Human Subjects Approval
The data for this study were collected by the Millennium Village Project under standards
approved by an IRB from Columbia University. The present study received additional IRB
approval from Teachers College, Columbia University (IRB #13-009). Since the study utilizes
secondary data from which all identifiers were removed, there was little risk to human subjects.
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Data Analysis
Data preparation and screening. Prior to testing our study hypotheses, we calculated
descriptive statistics for all the study variables and obtained frequencies on missing data.
Normality of continuous data was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test and by visual inspection
of histograms, normal Q-Q plots and box plots. For continuous data deviating significantly from
normality (skewness and kurtosis >1.0), logarithmic (LG10) and square root (SQRT) were
applied accordingly. We chose to conduct these transformations because nonparametric tests are
more susceptible to type II error and ordinary least square (OLS) analysis is known to be
sensitive to residuals’ nonnormality. Normal continuous variables are expressed as mean (SD),
continuous variables with skewed distribution are expressed as median (interquartile range), and
categorical variables are expressed as frequencies (%). Differences in group means in univariate
analyses were tested with Student’s t tests for normally distributed continuous variables and with
Mann-Whitney U tests for non-normally distributed data. Differences between categorical
variables were tested using chi-square χ2 tests. Data preparation for multivariate analyses is
described below, under “Study Aim 2.”
Study Aim 1. To determine the psychometric properties of K6 for the total sample and
for each site separately (Aim 1) we assessed (a) the reliability (internal consistency) and (b) the
validity of the instrument. The K6 instrument was evaluated for internal consistency by
computing the Cronbach’s α coefficient of internal consistency for the entire scale, Cronbach’s α
if each item was deleted, and inter-item correlations and item-total statistics. The minimum
acceptable Cronbach α was set at .70 (NoNunnally, 1978).
Next, we assessed two types of validity of the scale: (a) concurrent and (b) factorial
validity. Indicators of concurrent validity were suicidal ideation (both as an ordinal Likert-type
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variable and a dummy coded 0=no, 1=yes) and functional impairment (number of days in the
past month). Concurrent validity was assessed by calculating correlations between K6 scores and
suicidality and functional impairment. A dose-response relationship between suicidality and
distress was further tested using chi-square, after dichotomizing distress by a median split (> 6 =
high distress, <6 = low distress).
To determine factorial validity, we conducted confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test
the hypothesis that a unidimensional, common factor model underlies K6 responses. CFA
analysis was conducted with the MPlus 6 software. A one-factor CFA model was tested using
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the sample covariance matrix. ML estimation procedure
was selected because it appears to be robust even with nonnormally distributed data and does not
require very large sample size (Huba & Harlow, 1987). Goodness of fit of the unidimensional
model was evaluated using a mean-adjusted minimum ﬁt function χ2. However, because the χ2
statistic is known to be sensitive to departures from normal distribution and sample size (e.g., N
< 200 is considered small sample size), which may result in type I and II errors, we looked at
additional statistics, i.e., the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative
fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and the standardized root mean square residual
(SRMR).
Study Aim 2. To identify correlates of psychological distress among mothers in rural
villages in Ghana and Uganda (Aim 2) we examined the association between psychological
distress and sociodemographic, socioeconomic, obstetric, and psychosocial factors in univariate
and multivariate models. All analyses were first conducted separately for Ghana and Uganda,
and subsequently for the total sample. In the univariate analysis, Pearson r correlation coefficient
was used to explore the relationship between continuous and normally distributed variables,
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Spearman rho for non-normally distributed and ordinal variables, and point-biserial for the
relationship between continuous and dummy variables. Significant correlates at the bivariate
level showing an association at p ≤ .10 were entered in a multiple hierarchical linear regression
model and statistical significance was set at p < .05.
Prior to multivariate analyses, we conducted diagnostic analyses to ensure that the data
met the assumptions of OLS regression analysis. We visually inspected the scatterplot,
histogram, and normal plot of residuals to assess for homoscedasticity, linearity, and normality
of the residuals. We also calculated studentized residuals and Cook’s Distance values to detect
potential outliers. Cases were identified as potentially problematic when resulting in a Cook’s
Distance value greater than 4/n (=.002) (Bollen & Jackman, 1985) and/or a studentized residual
exceeding +/- 2 (Belsley, Kuh, & Welsch, 2005).
In the OLS regression analysis for the total sample, the PROCESS macro for SPSS was
used to plot visually the moderation (Hayes, 2012). The macro conducts moderation analysis
(specified as ‘Model 1’) using an ordinary least squares-based path analytical framework for
estimating direct and indirect interaction effects. Variables were mean centered by the macro
prior to analysis.
Study Aim 3. To assess the impact of maternal psychological distress on health-care
practices (Aim 3) the following maternal variables were investigated: (a) birth spacing; (b)
antenatal care; (c) postnatal care; (d) initiation, duration, and frequency of breastfeeding; (e)
vaccinations; (f) sanitation practices. An exploratory bivariate analysis looked at the association
of maternal psychological distress with each child outcome factor. All variables showing an
association at p ≤ .01 were entered in a multivariate logistic regression model. Logistic
regression models adjusted for maternal age, child age, parity (number of children living in the
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household), asset index, food insecurity, and vulnerability to risk. As in Aim 2, the OLS
regression analysis for the total sample used the PROCESS macro for SPSS to plot visually
moderation of site (Hayes, 2012).
Study Aim 4. To assess the relationship between maternal psychological distress and
child health outcomes (Aim 4) we conducted bivariate analysis between K6 and the following
child variables (a) health problems in the last two weeks; (b) health problems in the past year;
and (c) diarrheal episodes in the last two weeks (d) fever and ARI; and (e) under 5 mortality. All
variables showing an association with K6 at p ≤ .01 were entered in a multivariate OLS logistic
model. Covariates included maternal age, child age, parity (number of children living in the
household), asset index, food insecurity, and vulnerability. The PROCESS macro for SPSS was
used to plot visually moderation of site (Hayes, 2012).
Aim 5 (exploratory). The association between maternal psychological distress and child
nutritional status (Aim 5) was assessed only for the total sample due to the small sample size (N
= 60). A univariate analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between psychological
distress and child nutritional status (WAZ, HAZ, weight-for-length/height z-score, and arm
circumference-for-age z-score, undernutrition, stunting, and wasting). Significant simple
correlations at the .05 level were entered in a multivariate model.
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CHAPTER IV:
RESULTS

In this chapter, preliminary analyses are presented first, followed by the primary analyses
that were used to address the four study aims. Finally, exploratory analyses are presented. Tables
and figures are presented throughout the chapter to illustrate findings.

Preliminary Analyses
Missing values analysis. From the eligible 380 study participants, only 200 (52.6%)
were present for all baseline data collection time points and had completed data for K6, the
variable of primary focus in this study. Because of the large number of missing cases, we were
unable to employ commonly used statistical techniques to randomly compute missing values,
such as multiple imputation analysis. We therefore excluded all cases with missing K6 data. To
check for biases in the sample and ensure that data were missing at random (MAR), a
categorical, dummy coded variable was created based on whether K6 data were available for
each study participant, with 0 = not missing and 1 = missing. Differences for sample
characteristics between the two groups (missing, non-missing) were tested with independent ttests and Mann–Whitney U for continuous variables and chi-square for categorical variables,
with p-value set at .05. No significant differences between the two subsamples were reported for
any of the sociodemographic, socioeconomic, and obstetric characteristics (data not shown). In
addition, there were no significant differences in the number of mothers with missing K6 scores
between the two sites, χ2(1, N = 380) = 0.75, p > .05. Based on these results, we assumed that
data were MAR and carried out the analysis with the N = 200 sample.
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In our final sample N=200 there was at least one missing value for approximately half of
the variables (51.6%). However, none of these variables had more than 10% missing values. As a
rule of thumb, missing data should not exceed 20 percent of the sample for any given variable
(Saunders et al., 2006). The results of the Missing Value Analysis (MVA) to detect discernable
patterns in the data revealed that the data were missing at random, as indicated by the nonsignificant Little’s MCAR test (χ2 = 25.66, df = 30, p = .692).
However, from the 200 participating mothers, we were able to match only 60 individuals
with corresponding anthropometric data for their children. Because of the large number of
missing data, all anthropometric analyses (Aim 5) were considered exploratory.
Data preparation. The main study variable—maternal psychological distress severity
score—deviated markedly from a normal distribution as evidenced by visual inspection of the
histogram and QQ-plot, as well as the reported statistics of skewness (γ1 = .66, SE = .17) and
kurtosis (γ2 = .54, SE = .34). In addition, the Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were
significant (p <.05). Non-normality was anticipated, as psychological distress should not be
normally distributed in community samples but rather follow a positively skewed distribution.
Because of the non-normality of the data, we further employed logarithmic transformation
(log10) on the DV to approximate a normal distribution to avoid the risk of committing either a
Type I or II error. Following transformation, visual inspection of histogram and Q-Q plot
suggested psychological distress approximated normal distribution and skewness and kurtosis
values were within normal limits (<1 “rule of thumb”). While the Shapiro-Wilk statistic
remained significant, this test is highly sensitive and biased by the large sample size and,
therefore, visual inspection methods are preferred (Field, 2009).
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One of the criticisms of data transformation, however, is the difficulty to make
meaningful interpretations of findings due to the transformed nature of the variables. We
therefore decided to conduct the analyses twice, once with the actual K6 total score variable, and
once with the logarithmically transformed K6. Our analyses yielded similar results (since the
residuals were normally distributed in both analyses). We therefore decided to present the results
with the actual (non-transformed) K6 variable.
Composite scores. To prevent problems with multicollinearity among highly correlated
variables, as well as to maximize statistical power given the relatively small sample size in our
study, study variables were combined to composite factors/indices. The following indices were
built:
Vulnerability index. Cronbach’s alpha for the vulnerability index was .75, indicating
acceptable internal consistency. The scale means and variances if items were deleted were all
below the initial scale mean and variance of 4.35 and 5.10 respectively. The expected change in
Cronbach’s alpha if items were deleted was lower than or equal to the overall scale alpha for all
items, ranging from .70 to .75. Corrected item-to-total correlations were all above .30. The interitem correlations ranged from .11 to .65; the relatively low correlations were expected given that
each item assessed different aspects of vulnerability.
Violence index. Cronbach’s alpha for the gender-based violence index was α = .64 for
the 6 violence items, suggesting low internal consistency for the composite violence score. After
elimination of items 5 (“ability to say no to sex”) and 6 (“have you ever been forced to have
sex”), internal consistency increased to .76. The expected change in Cronbach’s alpha if items
were deleted was lower than or equal to the overall scale alpha for all items, ranging from .67 to
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.76. Corrected item-to-total correlations ranged from .39 to .63. The inter-item correlations were
adequate, ranging from .28 to .58.
Sample characteristics
Sociodemographic and socioeconomic characteristics. The Sociodemographic and
socioeconomic characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 2. In Uganda, the study
sample consisted of 100 individuals drawn from 100 separate households in Ruhiira. The mean
age of participants was 29.6 (SD = 6.7), with a range of 15 to 46 years. The vast majority of the
sample was married (86.0%), Christian (98.9%), and engaged in farming (94.7%). Sixty percent
of the sample was literate and 67.4% had some or completed primary education. The asset index
mean score was 0.03 (SD = 2.97), ranging from -3.10 through 17.84. Twenty mothers (21.3%)
lived in female-headed households.
In Ghana, the sample consisted of 100 individuals drawn from 89 separate households in
Bonsaaso. The mean age of participants was 29.9 (SD = 7.21), with a range of 15 to 46 years.
The vast majority of the sample was married (89.0%). The majority was Christian (71.7%),
followed by Muslim (14.1%) and other (14.1%). The most common occupation was by far
farming (94.7%). Approximately 40% of the sample was literate and 64% had some or
completed primary education. The asset index mean score was .59 (SD = 2.07), ranging from 2.51 to 8.95. Fourteen mothers (14.1%) lived in female-headed households.
There were no differences between the two sites with regards to participants’ age,
F(1,196) = .082, p > .05; marital status, χ2(1, N = 200) = 0.41, p > .05; occupation, χ2(1, N = 193)
= 1.02, p > .05; and household type (female- vs. male-headed), χ2(1, N = 193) = 1.69, p > .05.
Women in Uganda reported higher rates of literacy than Ghanaian women, χ2(1, N = 192) = 6.07,
p = .01; however, more women in Ghana than Uganda attended secondary education, χ2(2, N =
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188) = 32.68, p < .001. Also, women in Uganda had significantly higher mean number of months
with food insecurity compared to women in Ghana, U(193) = 2,217.00, z=-6.35, p < .001.
Similarly, vulnerability scores were significantly higher for Ugandan mothers than Ghanaian,
F(1,192) = 34.51, p < .001. Interestingly, although there was no difference in the average of asset
indices between the two sites, F(1,192) = .163, p > .05, significantly more participants in Uganda
(48.9%) were in the “high poverty” group (defined as below the median score for the total
sample) compared to their Ghanaian counterparts (33.3%), χ2(1, N = 193) = 4.85, p = .03 (data
not shown in Table 1).
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Table 1
Sociodemographic and socioeconomic sample characteristics
Characteristics
Age, years†
Marital status, married
Education
No education
Primary
Secondary
Literacy
Occupation
Farmer
Other
Religion
Christian
Muslim
Other
Household type
Male-headed
Female-headed
Asset index†
Asset index quartiles
1st quartile
2nd quartile
3rd quartile
4th quartile
Food insecurity
At least 1 month
More months than not
Mean†
Vulnerability†

Uganda (N=100) Ghana (N=100)
N (%)
N (%)
29.62 (6.71)
29.90 (7.21)
86 (86.0)
89 (89.0)

Total (N=200)
N (%)
29.76 (6.94)
175 (87.5)

Site differences
n.s.
n.s.

23 (25.0)
62 (67.4)
7 (7.6)
56 (60.2)

34 (35.4)
28 (29.2)
34 (35.4)
43 (43.4)

57 (30.3)
90 (47.9)
41 (21.8)
98 (51.0)

89 (94.7)
5 (5.3)

90 (90.9)
9 (9.1)

179 (92.7)
14 (7.3)

93 (98.9)
-1(1.1)

71 (71.7)
14 (14.1)
14 (14.1)

164 (85.0)
14 (7.3)
15 (7.8)

74 (78.7)
20 (21.3)
0.03 (2.97)

85 (85.9)
14 (14.1)
0.18 (2.07)

159 (82.4)
34 (17.6)
0.11 (2.54)

23 (24.5)
23 (24.5)
27 (28.7)
21 (22.3)

22 (22.2)
20 (20.2)
26 (26.3)
31 (31.3)

45 (23.3)
43 (22.3)
53 (27.5)
52 (26.9)

n.s.

79 (84.0)
34 (36.2)
4.6 (3.4)
4.8 (1.8)

90 (90.9)
0 (0.0)
1.8 (1.05)
3.2 (1.87)

169 (87.6)
34 (17.6)
3.2 (2.9)
4.0 (2.0)

n.s.
< .001
< .001
< .001

< .001
< .05
n.s.

< .001

n.s.
n.s.

Notes. Literacy defined as knowing how to read or write in any language. Asset index calculated with PCA.
Percentages presented are not absolute percentages but valid percentages taking missing values into account.
†
Mean (SD)
n.s. = p <.05
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Obstetric characteristics. Table 2 presents the obstetric characteristics of the sample.
Primiparous mothers constituted 17% of mothers in Uganda and 16% of mother in Ghana, χ2(1,
N = 200) = 0.04, p > .05. The mean number of children living in household was 3.71 for Uganda
and 3.23 in Ghana, F(1,198) = 11.52, p > .05. Ugandan mothers had slightly younger “index”
children (M = 2.0, SD = 1.4) compared to Ghanaian mothers (M = 2.4, SD = 1.5), F(1,198) =
8.78, p = .04. No sex differences were observed in index children between the two sites, χ2(1, N
= 200) = 0.02, p > .05. Significantly more mothers in Uganda (31%) compared to Ghana (13%)
had experienced at least one child death in their lifetime, χ2(1, N = 200) = 9.44, p = .002. Half of
the sample in Uganda reported complications during the pregnancy with their index child,
compared to 31.6% of the women in Ghana, χ2(1, N = 193) = 6.77, p = .009. There were no site
differences with regards to complications in delivery, χ2(1, N = 193) = 2.17, p > .05; history of
miscarriages, χ2(1, N = 200) = 0.04, p > .05; abortions (χ2(1, N = 200) = 0.12, p > .05; or
stillbirths in the last five years, χ2(1, N = 200) = 0.00, p > .05.
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Table 2
Obstetric characteristics of respondents for the total sample and by each site

Characteristics
Reproductive factors
Pregnant
Primiparity
Index child sex (male) ‡
Index child age‡
Number of children‡
Number of children alive‡
Number of children < 5‡
Child death
Number of child deaths‡
Obstetric factors
Complications pregnancy
Complications in delivery
Miscarriages in 5 years
Abortions in 5 years
Still births in 5 years

Uganda
(N = 100)
N (%)

Ghana
(N = 100)
N (%)

Total
(N = 200)
N (%)

Site difference
(p-value)

15 (15.0)
17 (17.0)
49 (49.0)
2.0 (1.4)
4.2 (2.3)
3.7 (2.0)
1.7 (0.7)
31 (31.0)
0.5 (0.8)

10 (10.0)
16 (16.0)
48 (48.0)
2.4 (1.5)
3.4 (1.8)
3.2 (1.8)
1.5 (0.6)
13 (13.0)
0.2 (0.4)

25 (12.5)
33 (16.5)
97 (48.5)
2.2 (1.45)
3.8 (2.14)
3.5 (1.94)
1.6 (0.69)
44 (22.0)
0.3 (0.67)

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
< .05
< .05†
n.s.
n.s.
< .01
< .005†

49 (50.0)
25 (25.5)
14 (14.0)
5 (5.0)
10 (10.0)

30 (31.6)
16 (16.8)
13 (13.0)
4 (4.0)
10 (10.0)

79 (40.9)**
41 (21.2)
27 (13.5)
9 (4.5)
20 (10.0)

< .01
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Notes. Primiparity; first child.
†
Non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test used due to violation of assumption of homogeneity of variance.
Percentages presented are not absolute percentages but valid percentages taking missing values into account.
n.s. = p > .05.
‡
Mean (SD).
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Psychosocial characteristics. Incidence of violence and negative life events are
presented in Table 3. There were no site differences with regards to male gender bind, χ2 (1, N =
200) = 0.41, p > .05. No site differences were observed in reference to mothers’ ability to say no
to sex. In contrast, mothers in Uganda were significantly more exposed to sexual and physical
violence compared to Ghanaian mothers. For instance, as high as 54% of women in Uganda
compared to 11% in Ghana reported history of forced sex, χ2(1, N = 199) = 41.61, p = < .001.
Seventy-four mothers in Uganda (75.5%) reported that they attended at least one funeral
in the last month. Of those mothers, 28 (37.8%) attended at least one funeral related to malaria,
16 (21.6%) related to HIV/AIDS, and 40 (54.1%) related to complications in pregnancy/delivery.
In Ghana, the percentage of mothers who attended at least one funeral over the past month was
48%, which was significantly lower compared to Uganda, χ2 (1, N = 198) = 15.84, p = .000. Nine
(18.8%) attended funerals related to malaria, only 1 (2.1%) related to HIV/AIDS, and 2 (4.2%)
related to complications in pregnancy/delivery (data not shown in Table 4).
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Table 3
Incidence of violence and life events for the total sample and by each site
Characteristics

Violence
Ability to say no to sex
History of forced sex
Threat (lifetime)
Threat (last month)
Push (lifetime)
Push (month)
Slap (lifetime)
Slap (month)
Strangle, stab (lifetime)
Strangle, stab (month)
Physical violence index‡
Male gender bind
Life events
Death of household member >5yo
Death of children
Number of funerals, M (SD)

Uganda
(N = 100)
N (%)

Ghana
(N = 100)
N (%)

Total
(N = 200)
N (%)

Site
difference
(p-value)

52 (57.1)
54 (54.0)
64 (64.0)
48 (48.0)
48 (48.0)
31 (31.0)
51 (51.0)
32 (32.0)
12 (12.0)
10 (10.0)
0.30 (0.3)
14 (14.0)

56 (60.9)
11 (11.1)
17 (17.0)
16 (16.0)
11 (11.0)
10 (10.0)
14 (14.0)
12 (12.0)
1 (1.0)
1 (1.0)
0.10 (0.2)
11 (11.0)

108 (59.0)
65 (32.7)
81 (40.5)
64 (32.0)
59 (29.5)
41 (20.5)
65 (32.5)
44 (22.0)
13 (6.5)
11 (5.5)
0.20 (0.3)
25 (12.5)

n.s.
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .01
< .01
< .01
< .01
n.s.

4 (4.0)
31 (31.0)
2.01 (2.06)

5 (5.0)
13 (13.0)
1.28 (1.69)

9 (4.5)
44 (22.0)
1.64 (1.91)

n.s.
< .01
< .01

Notes. Non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test used due to not meeting analysis of variance (ANOVA) assumption of
homogeneity of variance Levene's Test.
Percentages presented are not absolute percentages but valid percentages taking missing values into account.
‡
Mean (SD)
n.s. = p > .05.
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Maternal child health-promoting practices. Table 4 presents descriptive data for
maternal practices promoting child health. The vast majority of the sample (89.9% in Uganda
and 92.9% in Ghana) reported optimal birth spacing (>18 months) between the last two
pregnancies, and no site differences were observed, χ2(1, N = 163) = .46, p > .05. Although
there were no site differences with regards to antenatal care attendance overall, the majority of
mothers in Ghana started their antenatal visits in the first trimester (53.7%), as opposed to
Ugandan mothers who were more likely to start their visits during the second trimester (45.9%).
Significantly more women in Ghana received postnatal care (58.5%) compared to mothers in
Uganda (25.5%), χ2(1, N = 193) = 27.63, p = .00. Although almost all mothers reported
breastfeeding their infants, only 43.9% of the mothers in Uganda and 26.3% in Ghana initiated
breastfeeding on the day of birth, and 52.4% of them in Uganda and 72.2% in Ghana breastfed
their 6-month or older children for >6 months. Approximately half of the sample had fully
immunized children, χ2(1, N = 200) = 1.62, p > .05. Optimal sanitation significantly differed
between the two sites, with 43.0% of mothers in Uganda compared to 77.0% of those in Ghana
engaging in appropriate sanitation practices, χ2(1, N = 200) = 24.10, p < .001.
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Table 4
Maternal practices promoting child health for the total sample and by each site

Characteristics
Birth spacing
Interval, in months†
Optimal birth spacing
Antenatal care
1st trimester onset
2nd trimester
3rd trimester
Never
Frequency†
Postnatal care
Any
Within 1 week
Within 1 month
Breastfeeding
Optimal initiation
Optimal duration
Completed immunization
Sanitation

Uganda
(N = 100)
N (%)

Ghana
(N = 100)
N (%)

Total
(N = 200)
N (%)

Site
difference
(p-value)

35.2 (19.9)
71 (89.9)
80 (81.6)
22 (22.4)
45 (45.9)
13 (13.3)
18 (18.4)
2.87 (2.34)

39.1 (20.6)
78 (92.9)
76 (80.0)
51 (53.7)
20 (21.1.)
5 (5.3)
19 (20.0)
3.47 (2.72)

37.2 (20.3)
149 (74.5)
156 (80.8%)
73 (37.8)
65 (33.7)
18 (9.3)
37 (19.2)
3.2 (2.5)

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

25 (25.5)
24 (24.5)
1 (1.0)
97 (99.0)
43 (43.9)
44 (52.4)
43 (43.0)
43 (43.0)

55 (58.5)
38 (40.4)
17 (18.1)
91 (96.8)
25 (26.3)
65 (72.2)
52 (52.0)
77 (77.0)

80 (41.7)
62 (32.3)
18 (9.4)
188 (97.9)
68 (35.2)
109 (62.6)
95 (47.5)
120 (60.0)

< .001
n.s.
< .001
< .001
n.s.
< .05
< .05
n.s.
< .001

Notes. Optimal birth spacing defined as > 18 months; Optimal breastfeeding initiation defined as breastfeeding
started within an hour; Optimal breastfeeding duration defined as breastfeeding ≥ 6 months
†
Mean (SD)
Percentages presented are not absolute percentages but valid percentages taking missing values into account.
n.s. = p > .05.
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Child morbidity. The percentages of different types of child morbidity are presented in
Table 5. Child morbidity in the past year was considerably high with similar percentages across
sites. No site differences were observed for illness in the past year, χ2(1, N = 188) = 1.87, p >
.05, and in the last two weeks, χ2(1, N = 188) = 0.06, p > .05. Approximately one third of the
sample in both sites reported febrile illness/ARI and diarrheal episodes in the last two weeks.
No site differences were observed for febrile illness/ARI, χ2(1, N = 189) = 0.46, p > .05 or
diarrhea, χ2(1, N = 188) = 1.87, p > .05. In addition, Uganda had significantly higher rates of
mortality for children under 5 compared to Ghana, χ2(1, N = 200) = 6.12, p = .01.
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Table 5
Child health for the total sample and by each site

Characteristics
Any (year)
Any (2 weeks)
Febrile illness, ARI (2 weeks)
Diarrhea (2 weeks)
Under 5 mortality

Uganda
(N = 100)
N (%)
83 (90.2)
55 (59.1)
34 (35.1)
31 (32.6)
27 (27.0)

Ghana
(N = 100)
N (%)
73 (83.0)
5 (61.0)
28 (30.4)
22 (23.7)
13(13.0)

Total
(N = 200)
N (%)
156 (86.7)
105 (60.0)
62 (32.8)
53 (28.2)
40 (20.0)

Site
difference
(p-value)
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
< .05

Notes. Percentages presented are not absolute percentages but valid percentages taking missing values into account.
n.s. = p > .05.
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Child nutritional status. Table 6 presents the anthropometric characteristics for the
exploratory sample (N = 60). As noted in the table, there was a significant age difference
between the two samples, with children in Ghana being on average older than those in Uganda,
F(1, 60) = 10.36, p = .002. A significant site difference was also observed in HAZ scores, with
children in Ghana having a higher mean rank (34.67) compared to Ugandan children (24.66),
U(193) = 583.5, z=2.19, p = .03. Undernutrition was observed in 3 (12%) of the children in
Uganda and 5 (14.3%) children in Ghana, χ2(1, N = 60) = 0.04, p > .05. Stunting was reported in
13 (52%) Ugandan children and in 10 (28.6%) Ghanaian children, χ2(1, N = 60) = 4.53, p = .03.
Rates for wasting were lower and reported in 3 (12%) of children in Uganda and 1 (2.9%) in
Ghana, χ2(1, N = 60) = 1.00, p > .05.
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Table 6
Characteristics of index child for growth analyses (n=60)

Characteristics
Age (months), M (SD)
Child gender
Male
Female
Birth weight†
Smaller than average
Average or larger
Anthropometric data
WAZ, M (SD)
HAZ, M (SD)
Weight for
length/height zscore, M (SD)
UAC for age z-score,
M (SD)
Undernutrition
Stunting
Wasting

Uganda (N=25)

Ghana (N=35)

Total (N=60)

Site
difference
(p-value)
< .01

N (%)

N (%)

N (%)

18.72 (15.52)

31.06 (13.97)

25.92 (15.75)†

14 (56.0)
11 (44.0)

17 (48.6)
18 (51.4)

31 (51.7)
29 (48.3)

n.s.

6 (24.0)
19 (76.0)

4 (12.5)
28 (87.5)

10 (17.5)
47 (82.5)

n.s.

-0.57 (2.25)
-1.67 (3.68)

-1.08 (0.98)
-1.64 (1.10)

-0.87 (1.64)
-1.65 (2.49)

n.s.
< .05‡

0.73 (3.18)

-0.24 (1.08)

0.16 (2.24)

n.s.

-0.91 (1.26)

-0.52 (0.83)

-0.68 (1.04)

n.s.

3 (12.0)
13 (52.0)
3 (12.0)

5 (14.3)
10 (28.6)
1 (2.9)

8 (13.3)
23 (38.3)
4 (6.7)

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Notes. Undernutrition; weight-for-age z-scores < -2, Stunting; height-for-age z-scores < -2, Wasting; weight-forheight z-scores < -2.
†
Birth weight; index child’s weight at birth as per mother’s report.
‡
Non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test used due to not meeting analysis of variance (ANOVA) assumption of
homogeneity of variance Levene's Test.
n.s. = p > .05.
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Psychometric properties of K6 (Aim 1)
Reliability. The K6 instrument demonstrated adequate internal consistency for the total
sample, Cronbach α = .70. Cronbach-α-if-item-deleted analysis revealed that the elimination of
any single scale item would have resulted in marginally reduced or equal internal consistency
(Cronbach’s α between .64 and .70). The scale means and variances if items were deleted were
all below the initial scale mean and variance of 6.54 and 18.54, respectively. Results lend
support to the adequate reliability of the instrument in the overall sample. Table 7 presents the
bivariate correlations among the six items in K6 questionnaire, whereas Table 8 provides a
summary of the psychometric properties of the K6 questionnaire for the total sample.
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Table 7
Table 8
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Looking separately at each site, Cronbach’s alpha for the K6 instrument in the Ugandan
sample was fairly low, α = .63. The scale means and variances if items were deleted were all
below the initial scale mean and variance of 7.01 and 17.00 respectively. Corrected item-to-total
correlations were all above the rule-of-thumb of .30 (Ferketich, 1991), except for items 5 and 6
which were slightly below the cut-off value, i.e., .26 and .25 respectively. The expected change
in Cronbach’s alpha if items were deleted was lower than the overall scale alpha for all items
except for item 5, “everything was an effort.” Removal of this item would have increased the
reliability of the scale marginally, to α = .66. Results from the inter-item correlation matrix
revealed that item 5 correlated poorly with item 2 “hopeless” (r = .05) and item 6 (r = .02).
Despite the results above suggesting somewhat poor fit of item 5 in K-6 for the Uganda sample,
we decided to retain the item based on a risk-benefit analysis. The benefit of removing the item
was small, given the minimal enhancement in the performance of the K-6 (3%), and the risk was
high considering the problems this elimination would introduce with respect to comparability
with the Ghanaian sample. Besides, a low Cronbach’s alpha is more likely for scales with fewer
than 10 items (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).
By contrast, Cronbach’s alpha for the K6 instrument in the Ghanaian sample was
adequate, α = .79. The scale means and variances if items were deleted were all below the initial
scale mean and variance of 6.06 and 19.88 respectively. The expected change in Cronbach’s
alpha if items were deleted was lower than the overall scale alpha for all items. Corrected itemto-total correlations ranged between .45 and .65.
Concurrent validity. Concurrent validity of the K-6 was assessed by calculating
correlations between K6 scores and criterion variables of suicidality and functional impairment.
A significantly positive association was found among the total K6 score and functional
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impairment (p < .001), as well as between K6 and suicidality (p < .01; see Table 9). In addition,
the relationship between suicide ideation and K-6 was significant, χ2 (1, Ν = 197) = 12.46, p <
.001. Mothers who scored low on the K6 questionnaire were significantly less likely to endorse
suicidality as compared to mothers with high K6 scores (cut off score > 6) (see Table 10). These
results provide support for the overall concurrent validity of the K6 scale.
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Table 9
Correlations between psychological distress, functional impairment, and suicidal ideation for
Uganda

Psychological Distress
Functional Impairment
Suicidal Ideation

Notes. †Spearman rho correlation
‡
Pearson r correlation
*p < .05; **p < .01 ***p < .001.

Distress
1
.37** ‡
.27**†

Functional Impairment

Suicidal Ideation

1
.32**†

1

Table 10
Correlations between psychological distress, functional impairment, and suicidal ideation for
Ghana

Psychological Distress
Functional Impairment
Suicidal Ideation
†

Distress
1
.34**‡
.23*†

Functional Impairment

Suicidal Ideation

1
.34**‡

1

Notes. Spearman rho correlation
‡
Pearson r correlation
*p < .05; **p < .01 ***p < .001.

Table 11
Crosstabulation of psychological distress and suicide ideation

No suicidality
Suicidality
Total

Low distress
N (%)
80 (46.2)
2 (8.3)
82 (41.6)

Note. Percentages presented within parentheses are row percentages.
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High distress
N (%)
93 (53.8)
22 (91.7)
115 (58.4)

Total
N
173
24
197

Factorial validity. Results from confirmatory factor analysis showed that the one-factor
model fit the data moderately but adequately, χ2(9, N = 200) = 21.07, p = 0.01; RMSEA= 0.08;
CFI = 0.94; TLI = 0.89, SRMR = 0.04. CFI was above the suggested >.90 cut off point for
acceptable fit; RMSEA and SRMR were equal to/below the suggested value of ≤ .08 (Hu &
Bentler, 1999; Yuan & Bentler, 1998). Of note, TLI was slightly below the cut off score for good
fit, but still met adequate fit criteria. Table 11 presents the standardized item loadings for
confirmatory factor analysis. The results above suggest that a one-factor CFA obtained adequate
fit indices, providing evidence for the unidimensionality of the K6 scale.
Because the χ2 in the above CFA analysis was found significant, and given previous
reports showing two-factor structure of the K6 in Hong Kong (Lee et al., 2012), we also
conducted exploratory Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) with Varimax orthogonal rotation.
Barlett's test of sphericity was significant, thus the hypothesis that the intercorrelation matrix
involving the six Kessler variables is an identity matrix was rejected. An examination of the
Kaiser-Meyer Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy further suggested that the sample
was factorable as the KMO value was above the suggested minimum of .6 (KMO=.75). The
analysis yielded a one-factor solution. Taken together, the results from CFA and PAF suggest
that the K6 measures one single construct in our sample.
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Table 12
Standardized K6 item loadings for confirmatory factor analysis
K-6 items
Nervous?
Hopeless?
Restless or fidgety?
So depressed that
nothing could cheer
you up?
That everything
was an effort?
Worthless?

Standardized Loadings
0.54
0.68
0.67

S.E.
0.08
0.08
0.08

Est./S.E.
6.58
8.24
8.20

0.60

0.08

7.45

0.60

0.11

5.32

0.55

0.09

6.12
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p-value
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001

< .001
< .001

Prevalence of maternal distress
The mean K-6 score was 6.5 (SD = 4.33), with a range of 0 through 21. The median score
was 6 and the interquartile range (IQR) was 6. The mean K6 total score was slightly higher for
Uganda (M = 7.0, SD = 4.1) compared to Ghana (M = 6.1, SD = 4.5). The difference in mean
distress score between Uganda and Ghana was marginally significant, U(200) = 4202, z = -1.96,
p = .05. There were no significant differences in psychological distress between pregnant and
non-pregnant women in Uganda, F(1, 99) = 3.31, p > .05, as well as in Ghana, F(1,99) = 0.07, p
> .05.
Using the validated cut-off score of 13 (validation in western studies;(Kessler et al.,
2002) to detect clinical depression and/or anxiety, the overall prevalence of mood symptoms was
9.0% for Uganda and 8.0% for Ghana. Using the cut-off score of > 5 that Tesfaye and colleagues
(2010) identified as the optimal sensitivity/specificity cut-off score in Ethiopia, which also
coincided with our total sample’s median score, 65% of mothers in Uganda and 48% of mothers
in Ghana scored 6 or above.
The mean number of days of functional impairment related to mental distress was 2.8
(SD = 4.3). Mothers in Uganda had slightly higher mean number of days of functional
impairment (M = 3.1, SD = 4.3) compared to mothers in Ghana (M = 2.5, SD = 4.3), but this was
not statistically significant (F(1, 196) = 1.04, p >.05). Suicidal ideation was endorsed by 16
mothers in Uganda (16%) and 8 mothers in Ghana (8.2%), χ2(1, N = 197) = 2.77, p = .07.
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Table 13
Descriptive statistics for K6, functional impairment, and suicidality

K6 total score
Functional impairment
Suicidality

N
200
197
197

Mean (SD)
6.55 (4.31)
2.8 (4.3)
24 (12.2)‡

Median (IR)
6.00 (6.00)
2.0 (4.0)
--

Skewness
Kurtosis
0.66 (0.17) 0.54 (.34)
2.95 (0.17) 11.50 (0.34)
----

Notes. Descriptive statistics are presented for the total sample (N = 200)
‡
N (%)

Table 14
Frequencies and percentages for each K6 item by site

Uganda
Nervous?
Hopeless?
Restless or
fidgety?
So depressed that
nothing could
cheer you up?
That everything
was an effort?
Worthless?
Ghana
Nervous?
Hopeless?
Restless or
fidgety?
So depressed that
nothing could
cheer you up?
That everything
was an effort?
Worthless?

None of the
time
N (%)

A little of
the time
N (%)

Some of the
time
N (%)

Most of
the time
N (%)

All of the
time
N (%)

37 (37.0)
42 (42.0)

34 (34.0)
33 (33.0)

22 (22.0)
18 (18.0)

5 (5.0)
4 (4.0)

2 (1.0)
3 (3.0)

30 (30.0)

34 (34.0)

25 (25.0)

9 (9.0)

2 (2.0)

39 (39.0)

31 (31.0)

17 (17.0)

9 (9.0)

4 (4.0)

28 (28.0)

17 (17.0)

16 (16.0)

18 (18.0)

21 (21.0)

48 (48.0)

28 (28.0)

11 (11.0)

9.0 (9.0)

4.0 (4.0)

37 (37.0)
36 (36.0)

22 (22.0)
28 (28.0)

31 (31.0)
24 (24.0)

7 (7.0)
9 (9.0)

3 (3.0)
3 (3.0)

34 (35.1)

24 (24.7)

29 (29.9)

6 (6.2)

4 (4.1)

42 (42.0)

33 (33.0)

21 (21.0)

3 (3.0)

1 (1.0)

50 (51.5)

21 (21.6)

18 (18.6)

7 (7.2)

1 (1.0)

56 (57.7)

15 (15.5)

15 (15.5)

9 (9.3)

2 (2.1)

Note. Percentages presented are not absolute percentages but valid percentages taking missing values into account.
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Table 15
Site differences in psychological distress total and item score

Nervous?
Hopeless?
Restless or fidgety?
So depressed that
nothing could cheer
you up?
That everything was
an effort?
Worthless?
K6 Total Score

Uganda
Mean
Rank
1.01
96.70
.93
94.90
1.19
99.37

Ghana
Mean
1.16
1.13
1.20

Rank
104.30
106.11
98.62

U†
4620.00
4439.50
4813.50

1.08

104.12

.90

96.89

4638.50

1.87

117.50

.85

79.93

3000.00***

.93
7.01

102.34
108.48

.82
6.06

95.56
92.52

4516.00
4202.00‡

Note. †Mann Whitney U non-parametric test used because K6 items were ordinally (Likert-type) scaled
‡
p = .05 ***p < .001
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Correlates of maternal psychological distress (Aim 2)
Uganda. We first examined the bivariate relationship between maternal psychological
distress and sociodemographic, socioeconomic, psychosocial, and obstetric factors in an
exploratory analysis calculating Pearson (r) and point-biserial (rpb) correlations. A significant
positive relationship was found for maternal age, r(100) = .22, p = .03; household type rpb(94) =
.29, p = .005; and death in household, rpb(100) = .20, p = .04. A significant negative relationship
was found for education, rpb(92) = -.23, p = .03; and literacy, rpb(93) = -.24, p = .02. The
relationship between psychological distress and vulnerability score was marginally significant,
r(94) = .20, p = .05. There were no significant associations for any other factors (see Table 16).
Α multivariate hierarchical regression analysis further assessed the relationship between
the factors identified in the above bivariate analyses and maternal psychological distress. In
Model 1, the independent variables were household type and education. Both variables were
significantly associated with maternal distress. Model 1 accounted for 13% of the variance in
distress scores (R2 = .13). For the hierarchical addition of variables to the analysis, household
vulnerability to risk was added for Model 2, desired number of children for Model 3, and finally,
household death for Model 4. Of note, literacy and education (in Model 1) were highly
intercorrelated and posed a multicollinearity threat even after centering. Therefore, we ran the
regression models twice, one with each variable in Model 1, but results revealed similar patterns
(see Table 17).
Ghana. Using the same methodology as described above, a positive associations were
observed between psychological distress and occupation, rpb(99) = .20, p = .05; child death,
rpb(100) = .18, p = .08; complications during pregnancy, rpb(95) = .20, p = .05; number of
funerals (r(100) = .34, p = .001), history of forced sex, rpb(99) = .25, p = .01; violence in the past
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month, r(100) = .23, p = .02; and vulnerability, r(99) = .21, p = .03. There was a negative
relationship between maternal psychological distress and index child sex, rpb(100) = -.213, p =
.03. No association for maternal age, religion, household type, or other
socioeconomic/psychosocial factors. The results are presented in detail in Table 16.
The results of the multivariate hierarchical regression analysis are presented in Table 18.
Model 1 included occupation and household vulnerability to risk. For the hierarchical addition of
variables to the analysis, obstetric complications during pregnancy and index child gender were
added for Model 2, physical violence and history of forced sex for Model 3, and household
deaths for Model 4. In Model 1, both occupation β = .21, t(100) = 1.88, p = .06) and vulnerability
(β = .24, t(100) = 2.02, p = .04) were significantly associated with distress. The addition of
obstetric and parity factors improved model fit (ΔR2 = .07, p = .02). There was a significant
negative association between distress and index child sex (β = -.22, t(100) = -2.27, p = .03),
whereas obstetric factors were marginally associated controlling for all other factors (β = .18,
t(100) = 1.91, p = .06). The addition of violence factors in the model improved model fit
significantly (ΔR2 = .07, p = .02). History of forced sex, but not violence in the past month, was
shown to be significantly associated with maternal distress (β = .23, t(100) = 2.42, p = .02). Only
index child sex remained significant following the addition of violence parameters (β = -.194,
t(100) = -2.07, p = .04). The final model with the life events factors improved model fit
significantly (ΔR2 = .07, p = .02). Death of family member, including children, was significantly
associated with distress (β = .193, t(100) = 2.15, p = .03). History of forced sex and index child’s
sex remained significant correlates of psychological distress.
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Table 16
Exploratory bivariate analysis for K6 questionnaire
Correlates
Sociodemographic factors
Age
19-30 versus 31-45
Religion
Household head
Marital status
Occupation
Educational level
Literacy
Socioeconomic factors
Asset index
Food insecurity
Vulnerability
Reproductive factors
Current pregnancy
Primiparity
Number of children
Number of living children
Number of children under 5
Last child’s age
Last child's sex
Complications in last pregnancy
Complications in last delivery
Miscarriage
Abortion
Stillbirth
Desired number of children
More children than desired
Health factors
Medical illness
Psychosocial factors
Death in household member >5yo
Funerals in last month
Child death
Number of child deaths
Childcare support
Ability to say no to sex
History of forced sex
Violence (lifetime)
Violence (last month)
Gender bind

Notes. *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .005 †p < .01.

Uganda (N = 100)

Ghana (N = 100)

Total (N = 200)

.22*

-.02

.08
.29***
-.18
.06
-.23*
-.24*

-.12
-.04
.03
.20*
-.02
.03

.13†
.18*
-.09
.12†
-.08
.16*
-.12
-.05

-.03
.13
.20

-.02
-.21*

-.02
.16*
.25**

-.01
-.03
.12
.09
-.13
.14
.01
-.02
-.07
.00
-.04
-.06
.19
-.07

-.03
-.01
.15
.11
-.08
-.01
-.21*
.20*
.16
.02
.07
.07
.06
.02

-.00
-.02
.16*
.12
-.08
.03
-.11
.12
.06
.02
.02
.01
.06
-.00

-.02

-.12

-.04

.20*
.01
-.13
.16
-.02
.10
.00
.03
.03
-.02

.10
.34**
.01
.18
.13
-.01
.25*
.21*
.26*
-.14

.16*
.17*
.18**
.15*
.06
.04
.15*
.13†
.15*
-.08
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Table 17
Table 18
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Correlates for the total sample. Finally, we conducted a multivariate hierarchical
regression analysis for the total sample. In Model 1, we entered maternal age, occupation, site,
number of children living in the household, asset index, and food insecurity (R2 = 0.03, p > .05).
In Model 2, variables with significant correlations from preliminary analyses were added (i.e.,
index child gender, household type, vulnerability, household deaths, and history of forced sex).
The addition of variables in Model 2 significantly improved model fit, ΔR2 = 0.08, p = .007. In
the following models (Model 3-7) we tested moderation effects. Interaction between site and
vulnerability was tested in Model 3, ΔR2 = 0.01, p > .05, interaction between site and history of
forced sex in Model 4, ΔR2 = 0.02, p > .05, interaction between site and household deaths in
Model 5, ΔR2 = .01, p > .05, interaction between site and index child gender in Model 6, ΔR2 =
.02, p = .03, and finally, interaction between site and household type in Model 7, ΔR2 = .04, p =
.003. The results of the last model are shown in Table 19.
Because of the wide range of participants’ age in our study, we carried out additional
exploratory analyses to account for a possible moderating effect of age. We transformed the
continuous variable of age into a binary, dummy coded variable (17-29 versus 30-45 years).
Preliminary, non-parametric correlational analysis revealed a similar pattern of associations
between K6 and socioeconomic, obstetric, and psychosocial factors for the two age groups. We
also conducted additional exploratory moderation models (Model 2 in PROCESS MACRO),
with K6 as the dependent variable, site and age as moderators, and occupation, asset index, food
insecurity, index child gender, household type, vulnerability, household deaths, and history of
forced sex as the independent variables (one moderation model for each independent variable).
Across all models, none of the interactions between the independent variable and age was
statistically significant.
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Table 19
Results of multiple linear regression analysis with interaction terms for the total sample
Variable†
Model 1
Maternal age
Occupation
Site
Parity
Asset index
Food insecurity
Model 2
Index child gender
Household type
Vulnerability
Household deaths
History of forced sex
Model 3
Site X vulnerability
Model 4
Site X forced sex
Model 5
Site X household deaths
Model 6
Site X index child gender
Model 7
Site X household type

B‡

SE B‡

β‡

t‡

p‡

R2

F
Change

0.01
2.50
0.99
0.13
0.00
0.03

0.06
1.19
0.79
0.20
0.12
0.12

.01
.15*
.11
.06
.00
.02

0.12
2.11
1.25
0.65
0.01
0.25

.90
.04
.21
.51
.99
.80

.06

1.85

-.57
0.62
0.51
1.46
1.61

0.58
0.82
0.16
0.71
0.77

-.07
.05
.23***
.15*
.17*

-0.99
.76
3.12
2.05
2.09

.32
.45
.00
.04
.04

.15

3.62*

0.31

0.32

.06

0.96

.34

.15

1.15

3.39

1.56

.16*

2.17

.03

.17

3.82

1.83

1.42

.09

1.29

.20

.18

1.10

-2.45

1.17

-.14*

-2.11

.04

.19

4.66*

-4.88

1.63

-.21***

-2.99

.00

.24

8.88**

Notes. N = 200. Parity; number of children living in household.
†
Variables are centered to reduce multicollinearity.
‡
Coefficients, standard errors, and t-values are shown for the last model (Model 7).
*p < .05 **p < .01 *** p < 0.005.
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There were no significant associations for household vulnerability to risk, household
deaths, and occupation. On the other hand, the relationship between history of forced sex and
maternal distress was moderated by site. Mothers with a history of forced sex had significantly
higher levels of psychological distress compared to those without history of forced sex in Ghana,
but no such relationship was observed in Uganda (see Figure 3).
A significant moderation effect was also observed for the household type. Mothers in
Uganda experienced higher levels of distress when living in female-headed households
compared to male-headed ones, whereas, the opposite was observed in Ghana, where mothers
living in female-headed households compared to male-headed ones exhibited lower levels of
distress (see Figure 4).
Results also revealed a significant interaction between child gender and site on maternal
distress (Figure 5). In Ghana, mothers who recently gave birth to a boy had significantly higher
levels of psychological distress compared to those whose most recent child was a girl. In
Uganda, the opposite trend was observed, with mothers of female index children demonstrating
higher levels of distress than those with male most recent child.
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No forced sex

Forced sex

Figure 4. Interaction between history of forced sex and site on maternal psychological distress
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0
Male-headed
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Figure 5. Interaction between household type and site on maternal psychological distress
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Figure 6. Interaction between index child’s gender and site on maternal psychological distress
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Maternal psychological distress and child health-promoting practices (Aim 3)
Table 20 presents the bivariate relationship between maternal psychological distress and
child health-promoting practices using Pearson (r) and point-biserial (rpb) correlations. A
significant negative relationship was found for sanitation in Uganda, rpb(100) = -.37, p <.001.
There were no significant associations for any other factors.
Uganda. Table 21 presents the results of a multivariate logistic regression analysis with
sanitation as the dependent variable, maternal psychological distress as the independent variable,
and maternal age, child age, parity (number of children living in the household), asset index,
food insecurity, and vulnerability as covariates. Controlling for all confounding variables,
maternal psychological distress was significantly associated with sanitation (AOR = 0.78
(95%CI = .67-.91). The logistic regression model was statistically significant, χ2(7, N = 100) =
9.03, p < .001, and explained 25% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in sanitation practices. For
one unit increase in maternal distress, the odds of a mother engaging in appropriate sanitation
practices decrease by 22%.
Ghana. As shown in Table 22, maternal psychological distress was not significantly
associated with sanitation practices controlling for confounding factors, χ2(7, N=100) = .02,
Nagelkerke R2 = .089, p > .05.
Total sample. The multiple logistic regression model for the total sample was
statistically significant, χ2(8, N = 200) = 6.92, p = .009, and explained 30% (Nagelkerke R2) of
the variance in sanitation practices. Results revealed a significant interaction between site and
maternal distress on sanitation practices, controlling for confounding factors (maternal age, child
age, parity, asset index, vulnerability, and food security). Maternal psychological distress was
significantly associated with poorer sanitation practices in Uganda, but not Ghana (Figure 6).
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Table 20
Bivariate relationship between psychological distress and maternal health-promoting practices
for the total sample and by site

Pregnancy spacing
Antenatal care
Antenatal care initiated in 1st
trimester
Postnatal care
Postnatal care, onset
Breastfeeding
Immunization
Sanitation

Total sample
-.09
-.08

Uganda
.15
-.15

Ghana
.05
-.02

-.08

-.13

-.01

-.05
.02
.02
-.01
-.23*

.01
-.04
-.05
.01
-.37**

-.06
.04
.07
.16
-.04

Note. *p < .05 ***p < .005.

Table 21
Results of OLS logistic regression with sanitation as the dependent variable
Variables
Maternal age
Child age
Parity (no. children alive)
Asset index
Food insecurity
Vulnerability
Psychological distress
Site
Psychological distress X
site

Uganda
OR (95% CI)
1.01 (0.90-1.14)
1.09 (0.71-1.69)
0.78 (0.56-1.09)
1.23 (0.98-1.53)
0.96 (0.82-1.13)
0.98 (0.75-1.28)
0.78 (0.67-.91)***
---

Note. *p < .05 ***p < .005.
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Ghana
OR (95% CI)
1.04 (0.94-1.14)
1.39 (0.95-2.02)
1.04 (0.73-1.47)
1.26 (0.92-1.72)
0.94 (0.58-1.51)
1.00 (0.76-1.33)
0.95 (0.84-1.08)
---

Total
OR (95% CI)
1.01 (0.95-1.08)
1.175 (0.91-1.52)
0.88 (0.71-1.10)
1.23 (1.04-1.46)*
0.96 (.84-1.11)
0.92 (.76-1.10)
1.39 (.52-3.70)
0.86 (.28-2.57)
0.17 (.04-.67)*

0.9

Sanitation (Probability)

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

Uganda

0.3

Ghana

0.2
0.1
0

Low distress

High distress

Psychological distress
Figure 7. Interaction between maternal psychological distress and site on sanitation practices.
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Relationship between maternal psychological distress and child health outcomes (Aim 4)
We first examined the bivariate relationship between maternal psychological distress and
child health problems in the past two weeks, health problems in the last year, diarrheal episodes
in the past two weeks, febrile illness/ARI in the last two weeks, and child mortality under 5 years
of age (Table 22). In Uganda, a significant positive relationship was found between distress and
under 5 mortality, r(100) = .20, p = .04. In Ghana, a significant positive relationship was found
between maternal psychological distress and febrile illness and ARI, r(92) = .22, p = .03. Health
problems in the past year and past 2 weeks and diarrheal episodes in the last 2 weeks were not
significantly associated with distress in neither site.
Table 23 presents the results of two multivariate logistic regression analyses for the total
sample. The first logistic regression analysis with febrile illness and ARI as the dependent
variable and maternal distress as the independent variable was not significant, χ2(6, N = 200) =
3.11, p > .05. The interaction between maternal distress and site was also not significant, χ2(8, N
= 200) = 1.72, p > .05. The other logistic regression analysis with under 5 mortality as the
dependent variable and maternal distress as the independent variable was significant, χ2(6, N =
200) = 4.40, p = .04, and accounted for the 20% of the variance (Nagelkerke R2 = .20). The
interaction between maternal distress and site on under 5 mortality was not significant, χ2(8, N =
200) = 0.09, p > .05.
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Table 22. Correlations between maternal psychological distress and child health outcomes
†

Health problems (past year)
Health problems (2 weeks)†
Diarrhea (2 weeks)
Febrile illness/ARI
Under 5 mortality

Notes. †Injuries were excluded
*p < .05

Uganda
-.03
.06
-.07
.06
.20*

Ghana
-.16
-.08
-.90
.22*
.15

Total
-.10
-.01
-.07
.15*
.19*

Table 23. Results of OLS logistic regression for child health outcomes
Variables
Maternal age
Child age
Parity (no. children alive)
Asset index
Food insecurity
Vulnerability
Distress†
Site
Distress† X site

Febrile illness/ARI
OR (95% CI)
.04 (-.02‒.11)
.10 (-.15‒.34)
-.10 (-.32‒.12)
-.02 (-.15‒.11)
-.08 (-.22-.04)
.10 (-.08‒.29)
.06 (-.01‒.14)
-.45 (-1.22‒.32)
.10 (-.05‒.26)

Note. *p < .05 **p < .005.
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Under 5 mortality
OR (95% CI)
0.10 (0.02‒0.17)*
-0.04 (-0.33‒0.25)
-0.02 (-0.27‒0.22)
-0.12 (-0.30‒0.06)
-0.12 (-0.27‒0.03)
-0.05 (-0.27‒0.16)
0.10 (0.01‒0.19)*
-1.47 (-2.45‒ -0.49)**
0.03 (-.15‒.21)

Relationship between maternal psychological distress and child nutritional status (Aim 5)
We first examined the bivariate relationship between maternal psychological distress and
child nutritional status variables (Table 24). Significant associations were observed only for
undernutrition and only for Ghana, r(60) = .41, p = .01. We then tested a multivariate logistic
regression model for the total sample, with undernutrition as the dependent variable, maternal
distress as the independent variable, site as a moderating variable, and household vulnerability to
risk as a covariate (based on preliminary nonparametric correlational analysis). The model was
significant, χ2(4, N = 60) = 16.43, p = .002, and explained 44% of the variance in undernutrition
(Nagelkerke R2 = .44). As shown in Figure 7, the interaction between maternal distress and site
on child undernutrition was marginally significant (AOR = 1.62, p = .05), controlling for
household vulnerability to risk (AOR = 2.41, p = .01).
The correlation between stunting and maternal psychological distress for the total sample
was r(60) = .25, p = .06, and the relationship was mostly driven by Ghana (see Table 24). We
tested a similar model, with stunting as the dependent variable, maternal psychological distress
as the independent variable, site as a moderating variable, and household vulnerability to risk as
a covariate. The model was not significant, χ2(4, N = 60) = 9.229, p = .06.
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Table 24. Correlations between maternal psychological distress and child nutritional status
Nutritional
status
Underweight
Stunting
Wasting
WAZ
WHZ
HAZ
BMIZ
UACZ

Uganda
(N = 35)
.00
.05
-.20
-.06
.09
.01
.08
.08

Ghana
(N = 25)
.41*
.28
.19
-.21
-.05
-.27
.00
-.20

Total
(N = 60)
.29*
.25†
.02
-.14
-.14
.02
.04
-.08

Notes. WAZ; weight for age z-score, HAZ; height-for-age z-score, WHZ; weight for height z-score, BMIZ; body
mass index z-score.
*p < .05 †p < .10.

0.25
0.2
0.15

Uganda
Ghana

0.1
0.05

0
low distress

mean

high distress

Figure 8. Interaction between maternal psychological distress and site on child undernutrition.
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CHAPTER V:
CONCLUSION

The primary aim of this study was to identify social correlates of psychological distress
among mothers of young children aged 0 to 5 years in rural Ghana and Uganda, and to elucidate
the relationship between maternal distress and maternal child-care practices, child health
outcomes, and child nutritional status. This chapter reviews the main findings of the study and
discusses the clinical significance of the results. Finally, the limitations of the study and
implications for future research are discussed.
Sample characteristics
Maternal characteristics. Mothers in Ghana and Uganda had similar sociodemographic
profiles, both being on average close to 30 years-old, and with the majority being married,
Christian, engaging in agriculture, and living in male-headed households. Despite these
similarities, however, women in Uganda were consistently more exposed to a multitude of
socioeconomic and psychosocial factors, which are typically associated with psychological
stress.
More specifically, significantly fewer women attended secondary education in Uganda
than in Ghana. One interesting observation was that literacy rates did not correspond to formal
educational status. Although more than half of women in Uganda were identified as literate, less
than 10% were enrolled in secondary education. The discrepancy between literacy and
educational status indicate that these factors may in fact represent different theoretical constructs.
It is reasonable to assume that formal education may be influenced by the wealth status and
gender equality of the household and the larger community, whereas literacy may be closer to the
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actual educational attainment and the cognitive resources of an individual. This finding suggests
that both variables should be included in future studies, instead of using one as a proxy of the
other, as they seem to provide complementary information.
In addition, mothers in Uganda had significantly higher rates of household food
insecurity and vulnerability to risk than Ghana. This was not surprising considering that the
Ruhiira cluster village in Uganda was the most poverty-stricken site among MVP, with almost
half of the population living in extreme poverty. Interestingly though, the two sites did not differ
significantly in their mean asset index scores, since site differences were observed only when
dichotomizing the mean asset index in to “high” and “low” poverty groups, in which case
significantly more women in Uganda belonged in the “high poverty” group compared to Ghana.
Mothers in Uganda had on average more children than mothers in Ghana, a finding
consistent with national fertility rate data. However, the average number of births was lower than
the national data in both sites. The prevalence of perinatal complications was high for both
samples, with over 40% of the sample reporting complications during pregnancy and over 20%
during delivery. These rates were comparable to findings from similar studies in Ghana
(Weobong et al., 2013) and Uganda (Nakku et al., 2006).
Significantly more women in Uganda reported that they had experienced forced sex at
some point in their lives. Similarly, the rates of physical violence were significantly higher in
Uganda. It is important to note however that, beyond any differences between the two sites, the
overall prevalence of violence was remarkably high. More than half of Ugandan mothers
endorsed having been forced to have sex at least once in their lives; in Ghana incidence of forced
sex was endorsed by one in ten women. The high prevalence rates identified in our study are in
concert with previous reports indicating that interpersonal violence is highly prevalent both in
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Uganda (Kaye, Mirembe, Bantebya, Johansson, & Ekstrom, 2006) and Ghana (Gold et al.,
2013).
Taken together, the demographic characteristics of our sample appear to match national
data and prevalence rates reported in previous findings, providing evidence for the
representativeness of our study sample. Moreover, our findings are in accordance with MVP
reports showing that Ruhiira site was the most vulnerable and poverty-stricken region among the
MVP study sites (Sanchez et al., 2007).
Maternal practices promoting child health. Approximately one in ten women reported
non-optimal birth spacing in both settings, as evidenced by an interpregnancy interval of less
than 18 months. The vast majority of women reported having attended ANC during pregnancy
with their index child. However, significantly fewer women attended the recommended by WHO
(2011) “focused” ANC, which consists of at least 4 visits with at least one visit initiated during
the first trimester (15.3% of mothers in Uganda and 35.8% in Ghana). These low rates of
attendance are in agreement with other reports in SSA (Kinney et al., 2010). In Ghana,
approximately half of the participants attended ANC during their first trimester, which is
consistent with DHS data in 2008 showing that 55% of women in Ghana initiated ANC in their
first trimester (Ghana Statistical Service, Ghana Health Service, & ICF Macro, 2008). In
contrast, the percentage of women initiating ANC in their first trimester was 22.4% in Uganda,
matching the low rates of first trimester ANC in Nigeria (National Population Commission
(NPC) [Nigeria] and ICF Macro, 2009) and Ethiopia (Mekonnen, Mekonnen, & Institute
Ethiopian Health and Nutrition Research, 2002).
Important site differences were also observed for skilled delivery care. In Ghana, the
majority of births were assisted by family members (31.6%) and other relatives/friends (20.4%),
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whereas a high percentage of women (16%) reported that no one helped them with delivery. In
contrast, most women in Ghana gave birth with the assistance of traditional birth attendants
(35.5%), followed by nurses/midwifes (23.7%), and only 5% of the sample reported lack of
assistance during child delivery.
Fewer women attended postnatal care compared to ANC for both sites. Only one fourth
of women in Uganda and less than 60% of Ghanaian mothers reported having received some
kind of care postpartum. In both sites, the majority of women reported initiating postnatal care
immediately following birth, but a significant percentage of women (10% in Uganda and 20% in
Ghana) reported initiating postnatal care a week post-delivery or longer. The observed higher
coverage for antenatal care compared with both delivery and postnatal care is consistent with
other studies done elsewhere, and has often been attributable to the unpredictability in the onset
of labor and the difficulty of travel, particularly for long distances, during labor and after, as well
as the high cost of delivery care.
Almost all mothers reported having breastfed their index child. However, less than half of
Ugandan mothers and only one fourth of Ghanaian mothers initiated breastfeeding on the day of
birth. Rates of full immunization were low for both sites, matching national DHS data for
Uganda (Bbaale, 2013) and Ghana (Ghana Statistical Service et al., 2008). Finally, with regards
to maternal hygiene practices, significantly more mothers in Ghana engaged in appropriate
handwashing and child cleaning/bathing compared to mothers in Uganda.
Child characteristics. No gender differences were observed between the two sites;
however, children in Ghana were slightly older than Uganda, which is consistent with the higher
birth rate in Uganda observed in our sample. A strikingly high lifetime prevalence of child deaths
was observed in the current study, with 27% in Uganda and 13% in Ghana reporting at least one
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death of a child under 5. These rates are comparable to national data reported by the World
Bank, with the under-5 mortality rate (U5MR) in 2006 being 101 per 1000 births in Uganda and
86 per 1000 births in Ghana.
In Uganda, half of the children in our sample were stunted, a slightly higher percentage
of the 33.4% reported in national data (UNICEF, 2013). In addition, 12% of the children were
underweight and wasted, approximating the national prevalence of 14% for undernutrition and
5% for wasting respectively. In Ghana, 28.6% of children were stunted, 14.3% were
underweight, and 2.9% were wasted. These statistics correspond closely to the national data
reporting 23% of children under the age of five being stunted, 13% underweight, and 6% wasted
(UNICEF, 2013).
Psychometric properties of K6 (Aim 1)
Analyses revealed that K6 total score correlated with functional impairment and suicidal
ideation, both in the overall sample, as well as for each site separately. Moreover, a doseresponse relationship was observed between maternal distress and suicidality, with more than
90% of those who experienced suicidal thoughts scoring above the median distress score. These
results confirmed hypothesis 1a, providing support for the concurrent validity of the K6
instrument. In addition, the results of the CFA showed that the total variance between K6 items
was adequately explained by one underlying latent dimension, presumably that of mental
distress, thus providing evidence for the unidimensional structure of the scale in these study
settings. These findings correspond to the unidimensional model of K6 supported by several
previous studies with culturally diverse samples in the United States and globally (Chan & Fung,
2014; Ito et al., 2012; Kessler et al., 2002, 2010), with the exception of a study in Hong Kong,
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where K6 was found to measure two factors, most likely “depression” and “anxiety” (Lee et al.,
2012).
It is noteworthy that the K6 demonstrated poorer psychometric properties in Uganda. Part
of its poor performance seems to have been driven by the problematic item “that everything was
an effort.” Of note, the same item was shown to cause complications in the urban Ethiopian
postnatal depression study conducted by Tesfaye and colleagues (2010), in which the item was
interpreted falsely as asking respondents whether they have been compelled to act. It is possible
that similar linguistic discrepancies were observed for the Ugandan sample. Nevertheless,
deletion of the problematic item increased internal consistency only minimally and, therefore,
other factors beyond translation issues must account for the superior performance of K6 in
Ghana compared to Uganda. It has been argued that the more somatic questions in K6, such as
the “everything was an effort” item, reflect physical fatigue, possibly due to pregnancy or
medical illness, rather than mental distress (Fernandes et al., 2011). While this is certainly
possible, our study found no relationship between pregnancy status or maternal health problems
and any of the K6 items.
Further research is warranted to determine whether K6 is a valid measure of distress in
Ghana and Uganda. However, despite the limitations mentioned above, our results indicate that
K6 has sufficient reliability, factor validity, and concurrent validity to assess psychological
distress in mothers in rural areas of Ghana and Uganda, giving us therefore the green light to
continue with the rest of the study aims.
Prevalence of maternal psychological distress
As mentioned previously, K6 has not been validated in Ghana or Uganda and, therefore,
no clinical threshold (i.e., cutoff score) has been established to distinguish between minimal/mild
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and clinically significant distress (suggestive of presence of CMD) in these settings. In addition,
the present study did not include a clinical diagnostic interview or ethnographic assessment that
could be used as a reference standard. For these reasons, information on maternal distress,
functional distress and suicidality are presented in the following section only descriptively, as we
were unable to estimate the prevalence of maternal CMDS.
The mean K6 total score was 7.0 (SD = 4.1) for Uganda and 6.1 (SD = 4.5) for Ghana. It
is no surprise that women in Uganda experienced higher levels of distress, as mothers in Ruhiira
were disproportionally burdened by several social factors known to increase the risk for mental
illness. Although the distribution of psychological distress was positively skewed with the
majority of women in both sites experiencing minimal distress, a considerable percentage of the
mothers endorsed experiencing distress symptoms most or all of the time. Specifically, 7% of
mothers in Uganda and 10% in Ghana reported feeling nervous most or all of the time, 7% in
Uganda and 12% in Ghana reported feeling hopeless most or all of the time, and 13% in Uganda
and 10% in Ghana reported symptoms of restlessness and fidgetiness most or all of the time.
Sadness and depressed mood was endorsed by 13% of the women in Uganda and 4% in Ghana,
feelings of fatigue by 39% of women in Uganda and 8% in Ghana, whereas feelings of
worthlessness were reported by 13% in Uganda and 11% in Ghana.
The mean K6 score in Ghana and Uganda was comparable to that found among pregnant
women in Burkina Faso (M = 7.0; Baggaley et al., 2007). Using the same cut-off score of ≥10
that these authors identified as the optimal score to maximize specificity and sensitivity in the
sample, 20% of women in Ghana and 25% of women in Uganda were screened with clinically
significant psychological distress in the clinical range. In contrast, using the cut-off score of ≥13
validated in urban Western trials, the prevalence of maternal CMDs dropped to 9% in Uganda
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and 8% in Ghana. Still, though, these prevalence rates are markedly high considering that our
sample was obtained from the community.
In addition, as high as one fourth of the mothers in both sites reported that they were
totally unable to work or carry out their normal activities as a direct result of their distress for 4
days or more for Uganda and 3 days or more for Ghana over the last month. Moreover, a
significantly high number of women endorsed suicidal ideation in both sites. As high as 36% in
Uganda and 11.3% in Ghana reported experiencing thoughts of suicide, and 16% of mothers in
Uganda and 8% in Ghana reported suicidal thoughts at least “some of the time.” These rates are
troubling, considering that suicides account for up to 20% of postpartum deaths, rendering
suicide the leading cause of peripartum mortality (Lindahl, Pearson, & Colpe, 2005). Our
findings for maternal functional impairment and suicidality are considerably high and speak to
the importance of targeting maternal mental health to prevent mortality and morbidity in mothers
and their children and achieve development goals.
The relatively high prevalence of maternal psychological distress in our study compared
to findings from community studies in the West may be partly explained by the fact that few
women in rural areas of developing countries attend health facilities for antenatal/postnatal care.
Therefore, the rates of clinical disorders may be higher in LMIC community settings, perhaps as
high as in clinical samples. However, other possible explanations for the high prevalence of
maternal CMDs in our study may include the high poverty levels and psychosocial adversity,
which affects women in SSA disproportionally. These factors are discussed in detail in the
following section.
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Correlates of maternal psychological distress (Aim 2)
Several hypothesized factors were significantly associated with maternal psychological
distress; however, several hypothesized correlates were not significantly related to maternal
distress, thus confirming our hypotheses 2a and 2b only partially.
Sociodemographic factors. In Uganda, several sociodemographic factors had crude
associations with maternal psychological distress, including maternal age, household type,
educational level, and literacy. However, following mutual adjustment in the multivariate
analysis, only household type remained significant. Living in a female-headed household was
associated with higher levels of psychological distress, controlling for potentially confounding
socioeconomic variables, such as asset and food insecurity. One possible explanation for this
association is that women-headed households in Uganda are more susceptible to environmental
stress, as they tend to receive less education than male-headed households, have higher poverty
rate, and are more vulnerable to violence and victimization. In addition, leaving in a femaleheaded household most likely implies death of the male household head and possible
widowhood, which often poses great financial and emotional challenges for the women of the
household who face discriminatory customary widowhood practices (Appleton, 1996; Limann,
2003; Ntozi, 1997).
In Ghana, only occupation had a crude association with maternal distress, which
remained significant following adjustment for other potentially confounding factors. This finding
is intriguing, particularly in the absence of a relationship between maternal distress and other
socioeconomic factors such as asset, literacy, and education. One possible explanation is that, for
this sample, occupational status served as a better proxy of socioeconomic functioning and
welfare compared to the asset index. Given that more than 70% of residents were living on less
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than $1/day (MVP, 2010), it is plausible that there was not enough variation to detect
relationships. Another possible explanation is that occupation functioned as an indicator of
gender empowerment. Although the division of labor by gender appears to be similar in the two
countries (Newman & Canagarajah, 1999), significantly more women in Ghana were students
and traders than in Uganda, suggesting that women in Ghana may on average enjoy more work
rights compared to Ugandans.
Moreover, the lack of statistically significant findings in our study raises equally
interesting points. The absence of association between distress and education found in our study
confirms previous findings showing a weak association between maternal CMDs and educational
level in SSA (e.g., Kakyo et al., 2012; Ukpong & Owolabi, 2006). Contrary to our hypothesis,
religion was not associated with maternal distress. The lack of relationship between religion
affiliation and maternal distress may be attributable to the religious homogeneity of the two
samples, as Uganda was exclusively Christian and Ghana had only a small Muslim minority.
Finally, the lack of association between distress and marriage raises interesting questions about
the role of marriage in SSA. While marriage is considered a protective factor in the onset of
depression globally, within the SSA context it may also signify loss of autonomy for the woman.
Socioeconomic factors. Household vulnerability to risk emerged as a strong correlate of
maternal psychological distress across the two countries. Mothers exposed to increased
adversity, such as living in households with no lighting, cooking fuel, clean drinking water, and
no resources in case of emergency, experienced significantly higher levels of psychological
distress. Curiously, there was no evidence for a relationship (either crude or adjusted) between
asset index and maternal distress in either site. It is possible that asset index was not a good
indicator of socioeconomic adversity due to the lack of variability of SES in our sample. Because
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both samples were recruited from rural SSA areas facing conditions of extreme poverty, the
socioeconomic makeup of the samples may have truncated distribution, introducing bias and
difficulty to detect significant findings. In addition, despite sampling efforts to include
participants from different SES strata, both samples were relatively homogenous in terms of their
SES. It is well documented that it is inequality and socioeconomic disparities that mediate the
impact of poverty on common mental disorders. Therefore, these results may suggest that what
influences mental health is economic inequality (i.e., relativity to the wealth of others) rather
than absolute poverty per se (R. Wilkinson, 2010).
Another unexpected finding was that our analyses did not show a significant relationship
between food insecurity and psychological distress. These results are not in agreement with
previous reports in HIC (Heflin et al., 2005) and LMIC (Fisher et al., 2012). It is possible that the
measure used in our study failed to capture accurately the food insecurity construct. Our study
measured food security as the number of months that at least one household member did not
have two square meals a day. Other studies have used standardized questionnaires with validated
cutoff scores and categorization of households into different food insecure subtypes.
Obstetric and health factors. Contrary to our hypotheses, maternal psychological
distress was not associated with reproductive and obstetric factors. There was a weak crude
(unadjusted) association between distress and pregnancy complications (driven primarily by low
weigh gain) only for the Ghanaian sample, but this relationship did not remain significant after
adjusting for other confounding factors. Other studies have reported significant relationship
between distress and obstetric and child factors. For instance, Weobong and colleagues (2013)
found that history of antenatal depression was the strongest predictor of postpartum depression,
followed by season of delivery, peripartum and postpartum complications, ill health of the
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newborn, still birth, and neonatal death. In Uganda, Kakyo and colleagues (2012) found no
statistically significant association between EPDS scores and complications of the mother during
childbirth and of the infant, and infant’s characteristics.
Contrary to our expectations, we found no relationship between maternal general physical
health and psychological distress. It is possible that health problems are highly prevalent in these
rural areas and have no psychological impact on new mothers. In fact, more than half of the
Ugandan sample and one third of the Ghanaian sample endorsed malaria. The lack of association
can also be attributable to bias in self-reports of physical health problems. It is surprising that in
our sample, none of the mothers endorsed HIV/AIDS, given the well-established high prevalence
of the condition in SSA, and Uganda in particular. Stigma and discrimination against people
living with HIV/AIDS is particularly high in SSA due to its cultural embeddedness and influence
from gender and religious beliefs and practices. Women with HIV/AIDS undergo even greater
discrimination within the context of patriarchy and patrilineal customs, and it is not uncommon
to be blamed as responsible for HIV transmission and to be scapegoated in their communities
(Mbonu, van den Borne, & De Vries, 2009). It is no surprise that mothers in our sample may
have hidden their HIV-positive status to protect and secure their position in the family and the
larger community.
Psychosocial factors. Contrary to our hypothesis, available childcare support was not
associated with maternal psychological distress in neither site. Our findings are in sharp contrast
to findings highlighting the stress buffering effect of social support on maternal CMDs in several
community-based studies in LMICs, such as Pakistan (Rahman et al., 2003), India (Chandran,
Tharyan, Muliyil, & Abraham, 2002), and Nigeria (Adewuya et al., 2007). In addition, childcare
and social support has been found to moderate the relationship between maternal CMDs and
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negative child outcomes (Lee, Halpern, Hertz-Picciotto, Martin, & Suchindran, 2006). It is
possible that these counterintuitive results may be due to methodological issues, as available
social support may have not been captured appropriately by the single question “who takes care
of your children when you are away?” For instance, Rahman and colleagues (2003) assessed
social support through the ritual “chilla,” a 40-day conﬁnement period post-delivery during
which other female family members undertake chores and other responsibilities to ease new
mother’s burden following birth and allow her to focus on childrearing. In Nigeria, a native
custom among the Ibibio people requires that the mother and baby are placed in a special hut,
termed as “the fattening room” and cared for by mother’s mother or mother-in-law. Similar
practices are observed in China with the practice of “zuoyuezi” (Wan et al., 2009).
Male gender bind (i.e., desiring a boy but having a girl instead) was not associated with
psychological distress in neither site, corroborating previous findings from studies in Ghana
(Weobong et al., 2013), Ethiopia (Hanlon et al., 2010), Nigeria (Aderibigbe et al., 1993), and
Zambia (Collin et al., 2006). Interestingly, gender bias has been consistently reported as a risk
factor for maternal CMDs in Asia (e.g., Chandran et al., 2002; Rahman et al., 2003; Xie et al.,
2007). Taken together, there is accumulating evidence that boy gender preference is a predictor
of poor maternal mental health in Asian regions, where there is a clear, culturally-rooted
preference for males over females. Interestingly, in Ghana, not only was male gender bind not
significantly correlated with distress, male child gender was in fact associated with higher levels
of maternal psychological distress. It appears that child gender preference is a more complex
construct in SSA countries, possibly due to the multiplicity of gender roles and the diversity of
matrilineal and patrilineal customs.
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Negative life events, in this study bereavement and loss, were significantly associated
with maternal psychological distress in both countries. These results are in line with previous
research findings in Uganda (Cox, 1979b; Nakku et al., 2006) and Ghana (Weobong et al.,
2013). The impact of environmental stress on the development of CMDs has been studied
thoroughly in the last four decades. A landmark study in the late 1970s by Paykel (1978)
revealed that stressful life events could increase the risk of developing depression as high as six
times. Genetic studies further suggest that life events have a considerable effect on the
development of depression by triggering a genetic predisposition to depression (the so-called
“gene x environment interaction”), the polymorphism in the 5-HTT gene (Caspi et al., 2003;
Karg, Burmeister, Shedden, & Sen, 2011).
History of physical violence (pushing/shoving, being slapped/punched, having a weapon
used against one in the last month as well as lifetime) was not associated with psychological
distress among mothers in Uganda. In Ghana, physical violence was significantly related to
maternal distress in univariate analysis, but did not remain significant after adjusting for other
socioeconomic and psychosocial factors. History of forced sex on the other hand was
significantly associated with higher levels of maternal psychological distress, but a significant
interaction was reported between history of forced sex and site. Mothers with a history of forced
sex had significantly higher levels of distress compared to those without history of forced sex in
Ghana, but no such relationship was observed in Uganda. Mothers’ ability to refuse sex was not
associated with distress in either site.
Our results for Ghana are in agreement with recent epidemiological findings (Gold et al.,
2013) and ethnographic findings showing that physical and sexual violence against women is a
causative factor for CMDs (Ofori-Atta et al., 2010). The fact that physical violence did not
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remain significant in the multivariate analysis may be due to lack of power due to the relatively
small sample size (N = 100). These results have important public health significance, given that
gender-based violence in LMIC has been strongly associated with increased risk for suicide,
substance use, acquisition of HIV, poor obstetric and neonatal outcomes, and child CMDs
(Ribeiro, Andreoli, Ferri, Prince, & Mari, 2009).
Different reasons may explain the lack of association between gender-based violence and
maternal psychological distress in Uganda. The prevalence of physical violence was remarkably
high in our study, with almost half of the sample reporting having experienced physical abuse in
the past month. It could therefore be that there was not enough variance in the Ugandan sample
to detect significant effects. More likely however, these results may be explained through the
lens of gender inequality guided by Uganda’s traditional patrilineal customary system, which is
particularly strong in rural areas. There is evidence that violence is socially acceptable and
legitimate in Uganda. For instance, in a survey of over 5,000 sexually active women in the Rakai
district in Uganda, the vast majority of female respondents (90%) regarded physical violence
towards the wife/female partner as justifiable (Koenig et al., 2004). In the Bakiga tribe, the
ethnic majority group in our study, wife battery was estimated to occur in 75-80% of the
population. Wakabi argues that, in addition to being a form or punishment, wife battery is a
practice to establish power hierarchy and maintain oppression of the women, “a way of
reminding the woman who is ‘boss’ so that she is not tempted to disobey the man in the future”
(Wakabi, 2005, p. 135, as cited in Jonikaite, 2006).
Summary and conclusions (Aim 2). In sum, although psychological, social, cultural and
demographic risk factors vary across these two SSA countries, certain interesting patterns
emerged. Household vulnerability to risk and household deaths correlated with maternal
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psychological distress in both sites. Adversity in the context of poverty and negative life events
appears to have detrimental effect on the wellbeing of individuals and their communities. The
relationship seems to hold beyond cultural variation, suggesting that loss and severe poverty
exert a powerful and universal effect on mental health.
In contrast, history of forced sex was associated with maternal distress only in Ghana. In
addition, male child gender was associated with higher distress in Ghana compared to Uganda,
and female-headed household correlated with higher distress in Uganda compared to Ghana. The
site-specific relationships observed in our study appear to reflect differences in gender roles and
attitudes between the two countries. Women in Uganda occupy subordinate roles in both
economic activities and decision-making relative to men. Ugandan women are excluded from the
right to land ownership, inheritance, and parentage (Obbo, 1980). While women in Ghana also
have little authority over resources and labor allocation, they are able to exercise a fair amount of
autonomy within their own economic sphere and their rights are less curtailed than the case of
Uganda (Newman & Canagarajah, 1999).
The underpinnings for these differences lie at the nature of lineage networks that dictate
personal and public behaviors, including marriage practices and family organization. Akan
women upon entering marriage maintain their matrilineal lineage and inheritance, including
access to vital land. Bride wealth, a typical characteristic of African marriages where men must
provide compensation for their wife upon marriage, takes the form of a small token among
Akans in Ghana contrary to other patrilineal tribes. The matrilineal system found among Akans
in Ghana provides a sense of autonomy among the women. In contrast, in the Bakiga tribe that
follows a patrilineal system, women have to give up much of their rights as they join the
husband’s lineage upon marriage. This practice reinforces the subordinate position of women
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within the family and curtails the women’s social support network by extinguishing the links
with their natal family. In addition, the limited independent income and control over resources by
women further exacerbate women's social and economic dependence upon men (Orubuloye,
Caldwell, & Caldwell, 1993). In Uganda, like other east African communities where customary
systems are patrilineal and patriarchal, households whose headship passes from an able-bodied
male to a female, most likely due to death of the male household head, may lose their access and
rights to land (Seeley, Grellier, & Barnett, 2004).
Child health promoting practices (Aim 3)
Our third hypothesis, that a negative association will exist between maternal
psychological distress and maternal practices promoting child health, was only partially
confirmed. Analyses revealed that maternal psychological distress was significantly associated
with sanitation practices, and the relationship was significant only for Uganda. Ugandan mothers
with higher levels of distress tended to engage less in appropriate sanitation practices. In fact, the
likelihood of appropriate sanitation practices decreased by 20% per unit increase on the K6. The
association between distress and sanitation practices in Uganda remained significant even after
adjusting for sociodemographic and socioeconomic factors, including maternal age, parity, asset,
vulnerability to risk, and food security. This further suggested that distress was related to hygiene
behavior in Uganda for reasons other than poverty and poor sanitation infrastructure.
It is unclear why this relationship held true only for Uganda. Exploratory, post-hoc
analyses showed that the lack of association for Ghana was partly caused by item 3 from the K6
(“restless, fidgety”), which unlike all other items was positively correlated with sanitation,
meaning that women with increased restlessness reported better sanitation practices. Still
however, even after ignoring item 3, the association between sanitation and distress was not
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strong and was driven only by item 6 (“hopelessness”). Previous qualitative research on
determinants of handwashing and hygiene behavior in developing countries suggests that
different types of motivations and barriers guide hygiene behavior in Ghana and Uganda (Curtis,
Danquah, & Aunger, 2009). For instance, Ugandan mothers place more emphasis on child’s
immediate need for comfort or assistance, and are less likely to attend to hygiene if there is an
urgent need to care for the child. Another barrier among Ugandan mothers is that handwashing is
something one does after returning from a burial, after contact with the dead, and therefore is
considered “bad luck” for children.
Contrary to our hypothesis, none of the other indicators of child health-promoting
practices was associated with maternal distress. There are several possible explanations for this
lack of association as discussed below. However, one methodological limitation common in all
childcare practices is the cross-sectional nature of the study design. Many of the women
participating in our study had their most recent child as far as 5 years ago, and for this reason,
their current levels of psychological distress may not reflect their mental status back then. The
only childcare practice that did coincide chronologically with the timeframe of the K6 was the
sanitation practices, and curiously this was the only significant finding in our study.
Our finding that optimal birth spacing was not associated with maternal distress is in
agreement with previous findings in Ghana (Weobong et al., 2013). However, other reports in
non-SSA countries have found that short inter-pregnancy interval is a predictor of depressed
mood in the postpartum (Atar Gürel & Gürel, 2000). It is unclear whether birth spacing is not
associated with distress in SSA, and future studies are warranted to replicate these findings. In
addition, the lack of association in our study may be attributable to methodological issues, such
as the cross-sectional design and discrepant or erroneous mother reports of their spacing between
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pregnancies. Moreover, it may be that the relationship between birth spacing and psychological
distress may be complex, and possibly influenced or mediated by contraception attitudes and
practices, physical and sexual violence, educational status, and whether pregnancy was
unwanted. Future prospective studies should investigate these variables to determine the
relationship between birth spacing and maternal distress and understand the mechanisms driving
such relationship.
Our results showed no association between antenatal or postnatal care and maternal
distress. It is possible that the association is moderated by other factors, such as transportation
costs or cost of attendance, as well as mothers’ decision-making power, particularly with regards
to family planning (Birmeta, Dibaba, & Woldeyohannes, 2013). It is also possible that other
factors are stronger predictors of ante- and postnatal care. For instance, a recent qualitative study
investigating barriers to ANC attendance reported that Kenyan women were refusing or delaying
ANC to avoid being informed about a possibly positive HIV status (Pell et al., 2013). The
authors described that mothers’ testing positive for HIV could have catastrophic consequences
for their family, as, in extreme cases, they were accused of adultery and were abandoned by their
husbands. It appears that in resource-poor areas, ANC and postnatal care attendance are complex
and multidetermined, and therefore more qualitative research is needed to demystify this
relationship in SSA.
Maternal distress was also not associated with breastfeeding practices in our study. This
result contradicts growing evidence from HIC that postpartum CMDs negatively impacts childfeeding practices, to include decreased breastfeeding duration and self-efficacy and delayed
breastfeeding initiation (Dennis & McQueen, 2009). However, the relationship between maternal
mental health and breastfeeding practices is less well-understood in SSA. Maternal CMDs was
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associated with shorter breastfeeding duration in Nigeria (Adewuya et al., 2008), but there was
no association between delayed breastfeeding initiation and psychological distress in Ghana
(Weobong et al., 2013).
Similarly, no association was reported between completed immunization and maternal
distress. Our results did not corroborate the findings by Rahman and colleagues in Pakistan,
showing that depressed mothers were less likely than non-depressed mothers to have their
children fully immunized at 12 months (Rahman et al., 2004). Future longitudinal studies are
needed to test this association in SSA to determine whether there are cultural differences in
immunization uptake among depressed mothers in Asia versus Africa.
Taken together, our finding that higher levels of maternal distress is associated with poor
sanitation practices in Uganda, above and beyond mothers’ socioeconomic status, has important
clinical implications, given how such practices are directly linked to increased risk for diarrheal
illness and, subsequently, higher mortality risk for children before the age of 5. The lack of
association between maternal distress and the other antenatal and postnatal practices may be
indicative of the fact that many of these behaviors are beyond mother’s own volition but
influenced by rather systemic factors. For example, ANC attendance may be determined by their
husbands’ attitudes or transportation distance and cost, rather than mothers’ motivation. Future
mixed methods studies could help clarify the relationship between maternal CMDs and childcare
practices.
Child health outcomes (Aim 4)
Our forth hypothesis that maternal distress will be significantly associated with poor child
health outcomes was supported only partially. Contrary to our hypothesis, maternal distress was
not associated with child health problems in the last year for either site. Additionally, no
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association was found between diarrheal episodes and distress. Maternal distress was associated
with infant fever or ARI only in Ghana, consistent with study findings from Nigeria (Adewuya et
al., 2008) and Ethiopia (Ross et al., 2011). However, the relationship did not hold true after
adjusting for confounding factors, possibly due to lack of adequate power in our study. This
result corroborated previous findings showing that perinatal depression is associated with febrile
illness in Ghanaian children. The recent prospective study by Guo and colleagues (2013) in
Ghana and Côte d'Ivoire found that offspring of depressed mothers had an increased risk of
febrile illness, with the risk being even higher in children of recurrently depressed women. In
Uganda, on the other hand, the relationship was not significant which is in agreement with
findings from Pakistan (Rahman et al., 2004).
Our analysis did support the hypothesis that maternal psychological distress will be
associated with risk for under 5 mortality. These findings extend the growing body of literature
from Pakistan, Chile, Ethiopia, Ghana, and Nigeria linking poor maternal mental health to
increased risk of infant illness, and show that a high prevalence of depression in sub-Saharan
Africa may pose a serious public health threat to women and their offspring.
Our results did not confirm findings from previous studies that maternal CMDs increase
the risk of offspring diarrheal infections. In Pakistan, Rahman and colleagues (2004) found that
the relative risk for excessive diarrheal episodes was doubled among mothers with prenatal
depression compared to nondepressed mothers. A significant effect of maternal CMDs on
diarrheal episodes was also observed in the study in Ethiopia by Ross and colleagues (2011);
however, the relationship was significant only among mothers with persistent maternal CMDs
symptoms. The fact that no association was detected in our study may be, at least partially, due
to measurement discrepancies. Diarrheal episodes were operationalized as five or more episodes
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in the last year in Pakistan (Rahman et al., 2004), three or more loose/fluid stools in the last 24
hours in Ethiopia (Ross et al., 2011), whereas in our study diarrheal episodes were defined as one
or more episodes in the last two weeks.
Child nutritional status (Aim 5)
Results confirmed only partially our hypothesis that maternal distress will be associated
with poor nutritional status in children. Hypothesis 5a was not supported by the study findings
and distress was not associated with age adjusted weight, height, height/weight, or upper arm
circumference z-scores, either for the total sample or for each site separately. Hypothesis 5b that
distress will be associated with undernutrition, stunting, and wasting, was partially supported by
the findings. Children in Ghana were more likely to be underweight when their mothers had high
levels of distress, controlling for household vulnerability. This pattern was not observed for any
other growth indicator, in either site. These results should be interpreted cautiously given the
very small number of cases for which anthropometry information was available. Due to the small
sample size, we were unable to control for a number of important covariates, such child weight at
birth, maternal weight, and breastfeeding. In addition, as mentioned previously, no inferences
about causality can be made, and therefore the directionality of the observed association remains
unknown. It may as well be that mothers with underweight children experience distress in the
context of worrying about their child’s health status.
That being said, these results provide further evidence for the negative impact of maternal
CMDs on child growth in LMICs (Surkan et al., 2011). A strong effect of maternal CMDs on
child poor growth has been reported in Asian countries (Black, Baqui, Zaman, El Arifeen, &
Black, 2009; Harpham et al., 2005; Patel, DeSouza, & Rodrigues, 2003; Patel & Prince, 2006).
In fact, Rahman and colleagues (2004) found that reduction in the prevalence of maternal
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depression could result in up to 30% reduction in infant growth retardation. Findings in South
America suggest a less pronounced effect, possibly due to great cultural variation among Latin
American countries (Woodhouse, Lopez Camelo, & Wehby, 2014).
In SSA the impact of maternal CMDs on child growth is less clear, which is partially due
to the dearth of research in this region. In the longitudinal study in Nigeria by Adewuya and
colleagues (2008), children of depressed mothers were over four times more likely to be
underweight and over three times more likely to be stunted at six months following birth. Stewart
and colleagues found a significant association between maternal CMDs and mean length-for-age
z-score, but not weight-for-age z-score in Malawi (Stewart et al., 2008). In a longitudinal study
in a periurban setting in South Africa, Tomlinson and colleagues (Tomlinson, Cooper, Stein,
Swartz, & Molteno, 2006) found a marginally significant association between maternal
depression at 2 months and lower infant weight-for-age z-score at 18 months, which was
attenuated, however, when the analysis adjusted for birth weight. A large community-based
cross-sectional survey in Ethiopia found no signiﬁcant relationship between maternal depression
and stunting or underweight (Harpham et al., 2005).
Interestingly, in our study we found a significant relationship between distress and
undernutrition in Ghana, but no significant relationship was observed between distress and mean
weight-for-age z-scores. This finding is in agreement with observations by Hurley, Surkan, and
Black (2012), who in a recent systematic review argued that the association between maternal
mental health and child growth occurs might hold true only when looking at the extreme cases
along the nutritional distribution.
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Limitations
The current research study had several limitations, which can be categorized in two major
areas: (a) the study design; (b) sampling; and (c) measurement and instrumentation. There are
some additional limitations discussed at the end of this section.
With respect to the study design, one major limitation is the cross-sectional nature of the
study. It was not possible to establish temporality in the studied relationships, and therefore no
causal inferences can be made about the direction of the reported associations. For instance, the
observed association between maternal distress and undernutrition may suggest that distress may
negatively affect the mother’s ability to provide adequate nutritional care to her child, but it may
as well be that having a child with poor growth is stressful for a mother. For this reason, our
findings are limited to associations and by no means can be labeled as risk factors or
mechanisms.
Another limitation worth mentioning is that in this study we collected only objective
quantitative survey data, and we were unable to complement these data with findings from
qualitative analysis. This is problematic, especially with regards to our second aim, i.e., the
investigation of correlates of maternal psychological distress. Our failure to explain much of the
observed variance of maternal psychological distress, despite a large range of potential correlates
explored, suggests that we need to continue complementing quantitative surveys with in-depth
qualitative studies if we are to better understand the determinants of distress in this population.
Another possible reason that may have limited our ability to detect significant findings,
and thus commit Type II error, is the lack of variability of the sample in several key
characteristics. Because the participating MVP sites were deliberately chosen based on their
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comparable levels of extreme poverty, the limited socioeconomic variation within and between
the subsamples limited the extent to which it was possible to detect differences.
The small sample size, in part due to a large number of missing data, limits the statistical
power of the study to detect significant associations. In addition, despite our efforts to ensure that
data were missing at random, there could still be some bias due to systematic patterns of missing
data that we were unable to capture and test. Our decision to limit analyses to only one motherchild dyad not only decreased our sample size significantly (since some mothers had as many as
4 children under 5 years), it may also conceal important information and patterns nested within
the family system. Future studies should explore similar questions in multilevel designs.
Another potential source of noise in our study was the fact that, while all women in
Uganda lived in separate homes, one household in Ghana hosted 3 mothers and eleven more
households had two mothers living under the same roof. Mothers living in the same home
environment are more likely to share several characteristics, which violates the assumption of
independence in linear regression. Because of the relatively small number of shared households,
we were unable to account for the nesting effect of the household conducting multilevel
regression analysis. Results should be therefore interpreted with caution in the case of Ghana.
With regards to sampling, our study assessment maternal distress in two rural areas in
SSA: Ruhiira, Uganda and Bonsaaso, Ghana. Therefore our results may not be generalizable to
urban areas in these countries, or rural/urban areas in other countries. In fact, the variability
between the two sites observed in our study suggests that there are important regional differences
in SSA that researchers should take into account in future studies.
Regarding instrumentation, one important limitation to note is that minimal effort was
made to ensure linguistic and conceptual equivalence of the K6 for use in the rural setting of
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Uganda and Ghana. Based on the WHO World Mental Health Survey guidelines (Harkness et al.,
2008), in order to demonstrate linguistic equivalence the instrument is required to undergo a
comprehensive validation process consisting of the following steps: (a) forward- and backtranslation of the source instrument by independent experts who are native speakers of both the
target and source languages; (b) review of forward- and back-translation products by bilingual
experts; (c) pilot testing of the translated instrument using focus group respondents who provide
feedback on how they understand the questionnaire items; and (d) documentation of cultural
adaptations.
In this study, K6 was adapted using only the first step of the recommended validation
procedure. Despite our efforts to demonstrate validity of the measure, by providing evidence for
the factorial and concurrent validity of the K6, it is possible that respondents may have
interpreted the K6 concepts in a different way. In a similar study assessing postnatal depression
in urban Ethiopia, Tesfaye and colleagues (2010) documented several translation difficulties that
if unaddressed would compromise greatly the content validity of the K6. For instance, the item
“worthless” was not understood, whereas item “everything was an effort” was misunderstood as
being compelled to act. In our study, the low internal consistency of the K6 in Uganda driven
primarily by item “everything was an effort” may serve as an indication of such translation
issues as well. Results need to be interpreted with caution because of the relatively low reliability
score for the Ugandan sample.
A related limitation refers to issues with technical equivalence of the K6 and other
measures used in the study, particularly any items that included Likert-type scale to assess
severity/duration. There is evidence that responses to Likert scale items vary as a function of
literacy level, as they are less able to assess meaningful differences between the response options
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(Chachamovich, Fleck, & Power, 2009). In a landmark study of depression in Uganda, instead of
numeric Likert scale pictures the authors measured functional impairment by illustrations of
women carrying different loads on their heads progressively depicting higher severity of burden
(Bolton et al., 2004). A different approach to reduce the complexity of Likert-type scales and
make the instrument more feasible for use in fast-paced primary care clinics was adopted by
Patel and his colleagues (2008) in a comparison who transformed the 5-level Likert scale of the
K6 into a dichotomous questionnaire (yes/no). This decision was in line with research showing
that individuals with low levels of literacy are more likely to report the presence or absence of a
symptom, as opposed to distinguishing between various degrees of agreement.
Another limitation pertaining to instrumentation that is worth mentioning is the fact that
the majority, but not all, indices of model fit in the CFA met criteria for good model fit.
Specifically, the chi-squared test yielded a large and statistically significant difference between
expected and observed covariance matrices, which suggest a poor model fit. However, it should
be noted that all other indices in the CFA revealed a moderate to good model fit. In addition,
additional exploratory factor analysis corroborated the single factor structure of the K6
questionnaire.
Moreover, the interviews were conducted by individuals from the same communities, and
as such it is unclear to what extent this may have facilitated or inhibited responses to the
sensitive mental health questions. In addition, privacy during assessment may have been
compromised by the presence of other family members, particularly mothers’ husband. However,
the high incidence of physical and sexual violence reported by the participants suggests that there
was at least some room for disclosing sensitive information.
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Another important limitation of the present study is its failure to assess for several key
factors known to predict maternal CMDs. The most striking factors were maternal mental health
history, social support, and marital/family functioning. Several studies have identified history of
maternal mental health, particularly during pregnancy, as the single most reliable predictor of
mental health postpartum, including studies in LMICs and SSA more specifically (Fisher et al.,
2012; Weobong et al., 2013). Social support, and particularly perceived social support, has been
identified as a buffer against negative life events and has been consistently linked to lower levels
of psychiatric morbidity, including postpartum depression (Logsdon & McBride, 1994). Marital
functioning has been consistently associated with distress, serious argument and relationship
difficulties with spouse or member of extended family (Rahman et al., 2003). The study would
also benefit from the inclusion of father demographic variables, as in our study we were unable
to link mothers to their husbands. Another important omission is resiliency factors, including
spirituality, social capital, and relationship with other family members.
Moreover, life events focused solely on bereavement; evidence suggests that other
adverse life events are associated with maternal CMDs, such as recent unemployment
(particularly husband being made redundant) and financial difficulties (Fisher et al., 2012). The
self-reported diagnosis of HIV used in this study could have resulted in an underestimation of the
number of HIV-infected mothers due to perceived stigma.

Clinical Implications
These limitations notwithstanding, the results of this study have important clinical
implications in the areas of assessment and case identification, intervention and policy.
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The evidence from this study, in accordance with a growing body of literature (Tsai et al.,
2013), support the use of brief questionnaires, such as K6, to assess distress levels in mothers of
young children in SSA. Provided that these screening instruments undergo in-depth validation
for use in the local contexts, it may be useful to include such screeners as part of routine obstetric
and pediatric care. Brief screening instruments for maternal CMDs are short in length and easy to
administer even by non-mental health professionals, and can be therefore integrated into the
already existing maternal and child health services.
A number of recent trials in the community and primary care provide proof for the
feasibility and effectiveness of integrating maternal mental health screening into maternal and
child health services (Rahman et al., 2013). The Perinatal Mental Health Project (PMHP), a case
study of integration of perinatal mental health services in a primary care setting in urban South
Africa using a stepped-care approach, trained maternity health workers to screen women for
CMDs during their routine antenatal visits (Honikman et al., 2012). Results from a 3-year-long
trial supported the feasibility and acceptability of the PMHP intervention, as evidenced by the
high rates of referral uptake and participation; 95% of participating women accepted the
screening for a total of a 5,407 women, and 62% of those who qualified for referral agreed to be
referred to mental health services.
Although the majority of studies assessing maternal CMDs in LMIC have focused on the
postpartum period, there is increased recognition that maternal CMDs develop during pregnancy
and should be targeted before birth, as the antenatal period is a critical window of opportunity for
interventions. Our findings support this rationale, as significantly more women reported having
attended antenatal care compared to postnatal care, and distress levels were equivalent between
pregnant and non-pregnant women.
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Our study was conducted in rural SSA settings, where only few women were attended by
skilled personnel in hospital or clinic settings due to cost and transport barriers. It is therefore
arguable that for this rural population, screening services may be more feasible and accessible if
delivered in the community. A few community-based interventions have been developed in
LMIC (for a review, see Rahman et al., 2013). The Thinking Healthy Programme in rural
Pakistan, a landmark randomized controlled trial involving the treatment of perinatal depression
in rural Pakistan, showed that, in addition to a decrease in maternal depression, infants had fewer
diarrheal episodes, a greater likelihood of being vaccinated, more play time with their caregivers,
and their mothers were more likely to use modern contraceptives (Rahman, 2007).
The study has also important implications for the treatment of maternal CMDs in rural
regions of SSA. The high rates of maternal distress and suicidal ideation in our sample, and its
impact on child health and growth, urges for the development of treatment interventions for this
population at risk. There is accumulating evidence that mental health interventions in LMIC can
be feasible, acceptable, accessible, ecologically valid, and effective (Verdeli, 2008). Both
psychopharmacological and psychosocial interventions have been shown to be effective in
treating CMDs among mothers (Weissman et al., 2006), but psychosocial treatments are often
favored, as the limited resources in the community render medication infeasible and
psychotropic medications are frequently contraindicated for pregnant and lactating mothers.
Our findings suggest that there is a need to understand and address the social roots of
maternal distress to render treatment relevant for mothers in rural SSA. Our results revealed
several psychosocial correlates of distress, including bereavement and adverse life events and
gender-related factors, such as history of forced sex, household type (male- versus femaleheaded). Interventions focusing on strategies fostering effective interpersonal communication are
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well-suited for this population, where physical and sexual violence against mothers places them
at greater risk for developing CMDS. Interventions must also focus on the interpersonal crises
that trigger depression, particularly loss and grief, as these areas appear to be particularly salient
to this population who is extremely burdened by psychosocial stressors.
A number of evidence-based psychotherapies have been adapted for acceptability,
feasibility, and ecological validity for the local setting, in sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America,
and a number of Asian countries, such as India and Pakistan (Bolton et al., 2003, 2007;
Chatterjee et al., 2008; Rahman et al., 2008; Verdeli, 2008; Verdeli et al., 2003). Among them is
interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT), a well-established evidence-based treatment for depression
tested in numerous randomized controlled trials for a number of populations and settings
(Weissman, Markowitz, & Klerman, 2007). Its treatment focus on interpersonal relationships
appears to match local community perspectives and values. Its versatility allows for cultural
adaptation, whereas, successful training in IPT, leading to high levels of therapist adherence and
competence, has been feasible not only with trained clinicians from different mental health
backgrounds, but also with non-mental health workers in a task shifting approach (Verdeli,
2008). It is for these reasons that IPT has showed superior effectiveness in sub-Saharan Africa,
especially among depressed women (Bolton et al., 2003).
The study has very important clinical implications for policy and public health
interventions. Α better understanding of the impact of maternal depression on child nutritional
status is of great public health significance, as childhood growth is a key indicator not only of
child health, but also of educational performance, productivity, and health and mental health in
adulthood.
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Addressing mental health is essential in attaining 5 of the 8 Millennium Development
Goals: improving maternal health, reducing child mortality, promoting gender equality and
empowering women, achieving universal primary education and eradicating extreme poverty and
hunger. Coordinated action of governmental and non-governmental agencies and international
agencies and major stakeholders (WHO, UNAIDS, UN among others) is needed to integrate
maternal mental health in implementation strategies to achieve the Millennium Development
Goals.
Several key implementation strategies are of high priority at this time. First, establishing
funding for research and research capacity building is essential for LMICs, where there is
paucity of research. Additional research in other regions (rural and urban) of Ghana and Uganda,
as well as in other SSA countries is needed to help build the evidence base and better understand
the epidemiology of maternal CMDs and their impact on child health and development.
Additionally, funding needs to be allocated to develop a policy framework that will integrate
maternal mental health services into maternal and child health (MCH) services in LMICs.
Integration of mental health in the routine MCH practice encompasses a variety of different steps
across the continuum of service delivery, from case identification and assessment, to establishing
effective referral mechanisms, and delivering effective and locally adapted interventions. A high
priority area of funding would be to train non-specialists, including lay community health
workers in a task shifting approach, to utilize screening tools for the recognition and
identification of mental health problems in mothers, as well as to deliver evidence-based
interventions. Early treatment of prenatal and postnatal mental health problems would benefit not
only the mother's mental health, but also the infant's physical health and development.
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Directions for further research
The study opens the door for future research ideas and meaningful extensions. As
previously discussed in the limitations section, the extent to which the present study offers
insights into maternal psychological distress in rural areas of SSA is compromised by two
important limitations, the sole use of quantitative methodology and the cross-sectional nature of
the study design.
Future studies should employ a mixed methods design that integrates “etic” and “emic”
approaches to maternal mental health assessment and treatment. A mixed method approach
would allow researchers to measure the objective and universal symptoms of maternal CMDs
while shedding light on contextual factors that affect the way women experience distress.
Qualitative assessment is warranted to identify explanatory models of mental illness among
mothers in these areas and understand better the nature and “true” prevalence of distress and
CMDs in these regions, as well as their impact on the community. Complementary qualitative
inquiry using focus groups with patients and stakeholders is also warranted to validate K6, taking
into account the local idioms of distress to ensure linguistic and technical equivalence of the
instrument (Sweetland, Belkin, & Verdeli, 2014). Moreover, qualitative assessment is needed to
understand factors hindering and promoting treatment seeking behaviors and access to care.
Finally, identifying contextual factors that influence community narratives of maternal mental
health is essential to ascertain communities’ attitudes towards psychosocial interventions and
necessary adaptations to maximize feasibility, acceptability, effectiveness, and sustainability of
such interventions (Verdeli, 2008).
Prospective studies provide the methodological key to understanding the relationship
between maternal distress and child health and nutritional status. Following mothers across time
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would not only enable researchers to test for a temporal relationship between maternal distress
and child health and growth, it would also allow for an exploration of the causal pathway, i.e.,
the mechanisms by which this relationship may be explained. Future research should investigate
the relationship between risk factors, maternal distress, and child outcomes in a longitudinal
design. Only few studies have formally investigated possible pathways that explain the
relationship between maternal depressive symptoms and child growth. Black and colleagues
(Black et al., 2009) found that the effect of maternal depressive symptoms on infant height-forage was partially mediated by the home environment, whereas maternal perceptions of infant
temperament had no effect. Surkan, Ryan, Carvalho, Berkman, and Peterson (2007) found no
evidence that the relationship between maternal depressive symptoms and stunting was mediated
by parenting self-efficacy, which reflects the belief parents have in their ability to care for their
children. Future research should examine the mechanisms linking maternal depressive symptoms
and child growth, looking into childcare practices, functional impairment, and social support
(Wado, Afework, & Hindin, 2014).
Another meaningful extension of the present research is the investigation of possible
variables that may moderate the relationship between social correlates and maternal
psychological distress. Putative moderators may include both maternal characteristics, such as
mothers’ religion, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, as well as child characteristics, such as
children’s age and sex.
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Conclusion
The study has several strengths. Although maternal CMDs are a major public health
problem, mental health among mothers in LMICs is largely neglected in current research (Fisher
et al., 2012). The current research addresses this gap, by studying the prevalence of maternal
distress and its impact on child health in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), a region where there is a
woeful lack of mental health research. The study participants were recruited from the community
and the stratified random sampling procedure ensured accurate representation of the makeup of
the larger population. For each site, a wide range of variables across several different sectors
(health, mental health, nutrition, economy) were assessed using uniform methodology (i.e.,
sampling, assessment measures, and procedure), maximizing comparability between sites.
Our finding that in Uganda higher levels of maternal distress is associated with poor
sanitation practices, above and beyond mothers’ socioeconomic status, is particularly important,
considering the well-established fact that maternal sanitation practices, such as hand-washing
before feeding, prevents diarrhea. Moreover, our finding that maternal distress is associated with
increased risk for child mortality before the age of five raises the possibility that the impact of
poor maternal mental health extends to the next generation. Similarly, despite its exploratory
nature, our finding that in Ghana psychological distress was associated with increased risk for
undernutrition among children aged 0 to 5 is of great public health significance.
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